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Obesity is increasing worldwide and can cause many chronic conditions such as type-2 diabetes,
heart disease, sleep apnea, and some cancers. Monitoring dietary intake through food logging is a
key method to maintain a healthy lifestyle to prevent and manage obesity. Computer vision
methods have been applied to food logging to automate image classification for monitoring
dietary intake. In this work we applied pretrained ResNet-152 and GoogleNet convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) to extract features from food image datasets; Food 5K, Food-11,
RawFooT-DB, and Food-101. Deep features were extracted from CNNs and used to train
machine learning classifiers including artificial neural network(ANN), support vector
machine(SVM), Random Forest, fully connected Neural Networks, and Naive Bayes. Results
show that using ResNet-152 deep features with SVM with RBF kernel can accurately detect food
items with 99.4% accuracy using Food-5K food image dataset. Trained with ResNet-152
features, ANN can achieve 91.34%, 99.28% when applied to Food-11 and RawFooT-DB food
image datasets respectively and SVM with RBF kernel can achieve 64.98% with Food-101
image dataset. From this research it is clear that using deep CNN features can be used efficiently
for diverse food item image classification. The work presented in this research shows that
pretrained ResNet-152 features provide sufficient generalisation power when applied to a range
of food image classification tasks.
Keywords: obesity, food logging, deep learning, convolutional neural networks, feature
extraction
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1. Introduction

Obesity is a global concern and is a serious health condition that can cause diseases such as heart
disease, type-2 diabetes, and some cancers [1]. The in- crease of obesity has also been reported
as a major burden on health care institutions through direct and indirect costs [56]. One of the
major ways that obesity can be managed is through dietary management methods such as food
logging and other methods [3]. Food logging is an activity in which the user document their
energy intake to monitor their diet. Other methods may include the use of an exercise log book to
document physical activities and the duration. Previously, users documented their intake using a
food diary however many users now use smartphone applications to document their energy
intake. The increase in smartphone usage has also led to the increase of well-being ap- plications
that are able to facilitate food logging. Many of these applications incorporate a simple diary
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entry, and/or connect to an online database/API to search for nutritional content for each of the
users entries. Other novel methods include allowing the user to photograph the food items to
determine calorie values. Using images has the potential to remove much of the complexity from
traditional food logging to make it convenient for the user to document food intake to promote
dietary management. Many studies have been completed in researching the use of computer
vision methods to classify photographs of food to promote food logging [4-6]. This interactive
approach to food logging using the camera within a smart-device may promote the use of food
logging which is an important method to maintain weight loss. The remainder of this paper is
structured as follows: Section 2 presents related work in how this problem has been tackled in
previous research. Section 3 discusses the aim, objectives, and contributions of this work.
Section 4 describes the methods used in this work and the use of Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs) for feature extraction. Experiment results are presented in Section 5 followed by a
discussion in Section 6. Section 7 highlights study limitations and areas for future work.
2. Related Work
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Food logging is a beneficial method to aid dietary management and recent novel methods have
utilised meal photographs for food logging. A review [41] was completed to highlight a variety
of computer vision methods that have been applied in food image recognition to promote dietary
management. Key messages from this review are that there is a need for real food intake
monitoring and one of the main challenges for diet monitoring using wearable sensors is
practicability when used in a different environments and how automatic dietary monitoring is
important to document nutritional intake habits to prevent conditions.
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Food image recognition is a difficult task due to the amount of variation within food types. Food
items in images are usually accompanied with other food items as well as other unrelated nonfood items. The high variation of colour, shape, size, and texture in food items means that one
method of image feature extraction and classification may not adapt to other foods and therefore
a feature combination approach may be needed. Conventional ways to classify images utilise the
use of hand-crafted feature extraction, e.g. global or local feature extraction using Speed-UpRobust Features (SURF) [38] or local binary patterns (LBP) [39]. Feature engineering is used to
determine what type of features and parameters are best used to successfully classify certain food
types and categories and much work has been completed in this area. In [5] a bag-of-features
model was proposed that used a combination of scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) features
along with hue-saturation-value (HSV) colour features and a linear SVM to classify images into
11 categories with 78% accuracy. Other works also utilise a combination approach using SIFT
and SPIN features and achieve high accuracy in classifying high level food groups (89%
accuracy in classifying sandwiches and 91.7% in classifying chicken) using Pittsburgh Fast-Food
Image Dataset (PFID). However, PFID dataset is an image dataset that was developed in a
controlled laboratory environment, further works could be completed in applying this feature
combination approach to similar image categories photographed in real-world environments.
Other works use feature selection methods to determine optimal features [8] for food image
classification. As well as using traditional feature extraction methods, CNN methods have
become increasingly popular for image classification and this can be attributed to ImageNet
Image Large-Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ImageNet ILSVRC) as it allows users to
compete against each other in achieving a classification accuracy and the winners in recent years
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have used convolutional neural networks (CNNs). Great emphasis has been placed on using
CNNs for image classification and this is evident in a surge of recent research in this area
relating to the fine-tuning CNN [11], deep feature extraction [12], and also training CNNs from
scratch [11].
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2.1 Detecting Food in Images Using CNN
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CNN has been utilised for food image detection. This problem can be condensed down to a
simple binary classification problem (food/non-food). The purpose of food image detection
process is to first determine if food is present within an image or video. In regards to a food
image recognition pipeline, this would be the first stage in food image recognition framework i.e.
determining if the image contains food or not. In [13] GoogleNet pretrained model was finetuned using Food-5K dataset. The training process in [13] utilised a subset of Food-5K data
using 1000 iterations. The learning rate was changed to of 0.01 and the learning rate policy was
polynomial. Results from [13] achieved 99.2% accuracy in determining food/non-food classes.
Other research also utilised CNNs for food detection [14] and used 6-fold cross validation with
different hyper-parameters to determine optimal settings and experiments achieved 93.8% in
food/non-food detection.
2.2 Predicting Food Type in Images Using CNN
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Extensive research has been carried out in utilising CNN for food item recognition. The food
item recognition process would take place after the food detection phase in which the actual food
item is then predicted within the determined food image. In [15] CNNs were utilised to extract
features from convolutional layers in order to determine if an image contains a food item and
experiments achieved 70.13% for 61 class dataset and 94.01% for 7 class datasets, these
experiments used AlexNet deep features with a SVM classifier applied to PFID dataset [15]. In
[16] the aim of the work was to compare conventional feature extraction methods with CNN
extraction methods utilising UEC Food 100 dataset. Results from [16] achieved 72.6% accuracy
for top-1 accuracy and 92% for top-5 accuracy. Also in [14], as well as performing food/nonfood experiments, food group classification was performed. A CNN was developed and was
trained using extracted segmented patches of food items [14]. The food items used in this work
were based around 7 food major types. The patches were then fed into a CNN using 4
convolutional layers with different variations of filter sizes and using 5 x 5 kernels to process the
patches. Results in [14] achieved 73.70% accuracy using 6-fold cross validation. These studies
confirm that CNN provide an efficient method for food image recognition to provide for accurate
food logging to promote dietary management.
2.3 CNN Deep Feature Extraction Methods for Food Detection/Food Item Classification
Recent research has focused have used deep features extracted from pretrained CNN
architectures to train machine learning classifiers for food image classification. Some research
have opted for deep feature extraction opposing to fine-tuning pretrained CNN or training from
scratch because less computational power and time is needed or small image datasets are used.
Well-known CNN architectures (e.g. AlexNet, VGG-16, GoogleNet) for deep feature extraction
have been developed in classifying images to automate food logging. This section discusses
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research that use deep feature extraction to detect food in images and classify food items in
images for automated food logging. A comparative review was carried out on analysing the
performance of a number of pretrained CNN architectures [43]. This review used VGG-S,
Network in Network (NIN), and AlexNet for deep feature extraction to train food detection
models. A food/non-food image dataset was collated and deep features were extracted from the
models to train machine learning classifiers (one-class SVM classifier and binary classifier).
Results showed that binary SVM classifiers trained with deep features achieved 84.95% for
AlexNet, 92.47% for VGG-S, and Network In Network model achieving 90.82%. It is worth
noting that UNICT-FD889 dataset used for deep feature extraction in [43] contains minimal
noise as the images are focused on the food item, therefore this may contribute to high accuracy
results. Further work could be completed in utilising a larger food image dataset consisting of
images from different environments and also using different machine learning classifiers for
further comparison.
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Other research also explored the effect of training machine learning classifiers from different
layers in pretrained AlexNet architecture [15]. Authors used AlexNet model to extract deep
features from various layers deep in the architecture (FC6, FC7, and FC8 layers). The food
image dataset used in [15] was PFID. Two experiments were presented in [15]; classifying highlevel food catergories by organising PFID dataset into 7 category dataset and also classifying
individual categories in PFID (61 classes). Results showed that the highest accuracy for the 61
class dataset was 70.13% using deep features extracted from layer FC6 in AlexNet. For the 7
class dataset, the highest accuracy achieved for deep features was 94.01% using layer from FC6.
The contribution in [15] echoes the same findings in [43] suggesting that deep feature extraction
provides high accuracies in classifying small grouped food image datasets (related food items) as
well as datasets with specific different food types. Results also suggest that AlexNet deep
features are able to efficiently generalise between high level food groups and also classify
specific food groups with reasonable accuracy. However, more research needs to be completed
in using deep features to classify food images in real world environments as PFID used in [15]
was a laboratory prepared dataset. As AlexNet is an early CNN architecture with a small amount
of layers in comparison to more recent models, it was able to achieve reasonable accuracy in
food item classification. AlexNet deep features from FC7 layer were able to achieve 57.87%
using a standard linear SVM classifier classifying UEC-FOOD100 and 43.98% in classifying
UEC-FOOD256 [45]. Fine-tuning AlexNet on a food image dataset and then performing deep
feature extraction improved the accuracy to 67.57% in classifying UEC-FOOD256.
GoogleNet Inception CNN has also been used for deep feature extraction for food image
classification [44]. Authors fine-tune a pretrained GoogleNet model using a food image dataset,
and then deep feature extraction was used on another food image dataset. Experiments were
completed in training a SVM using GoogLeNet deep features, in which the GoogLeNet model
was fine-tuned using a food image dataset. Results showed that using deep features with SVM
with PCA trained using fine-tuned GoogleNet features achieved 95.78% in classifying
RagusaDB test set and 98.81% in classifying FCN test dataset which was an increase in accuracy
comparison to other works using same datasets. Using RagusaDB and FCD combined together
for experiments achieved 91.41%. The datasets used in [44] were small and more comparative
research is needed in using a larger dataset of images photographed in different environments
and real-world settings to fully evaluate the proposed approach [44].
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In summary, previous research has showed that deep CNN features achieve high accuracies in
determining food/non-food classification and classifying high level food groups[15,43,44,45]. It
is also clear from the literature that deep CNN features from various CNN architectures at
varying depths can easily distinguish between food/non-food and high level food groups. It has
been suggested that deep features extracted from CNN should be an initial option in any visual
recognition tasks [51], however in regards to food image classification, more work needs
completed in exploring the use of next generation CNN architectures to extract deep features to
train food classifiers, primarily for specific food item image classification photographed in realworld environments. This work compared the performance of using ResNet-152 and GoogleNet
CNN deep features to classify a variety of food image datasets for food logging applications.

3. Aim & Objectives
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Figure 1: Example images of sandwiches from UEC FOOD 256 dataset highlighting noise in images.

EP

The aim of this work was to investigate the effectiveness of using deep feature extraction
methods to classify variety of food image datasets to be used for dietary assessment. The work
described in this paper seeks to answer the following research questions:
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1. How efficient are deep residual network features for detecting foods in images and classifying
food datasets using conventional machine learning algorithms?
2. How efficient are extracted GoogleNet deep features in predicting Food/Non-Food images and
classifying images into high level food groups in comparison to fine-tuned GoogleNet model?

A series of experiments were completed that used the features extracted from CNNs and used
them as input into conventional machine learning algorithms. To answer the research questions a
number of objectives needed to be completed to achieve the aim of this work: (a) a number of
public food image datasets needed to be selected, (b) several pre-trained CNNs needed to be
identified from the literature for deep feature extraction, (c) supervised machine learning
algorithms needed to be identified to classify the images using the extracted deep activations;
and (d) statistical analysis is then applied to the results to evaluate the methods used. The next
section will discuss in detail the methods used in this work.
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In this work we identified publicly available food image datasets to use for the experiments to
determine efficiency of using pretrained CNNs to extract deep features for image classification.
The following image datasets were used in this work (Table 1):
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1. Food-5K
2. Food-11
3. RawFooT-DB
4. Food-101
5. UNICT-FD889
6. Caltech-101

Table 1: Table showing name, number of categories, images per category, as well as how the
image datasets were developed of each food image dataset.

Categories

Dataset

Images per Category

Image
Preparation

2500 (training set)
500 (val & eval sets)

Real world

Unbalanced

Real world

368 each in
training/testing set

Controlled/
Laboratory

101

1000

Real world

UNICT-FD889

889

Unbalanced

Real world

Caltech-101

101

Unbalanced (non-food)

Real
world/Controlled

11

RawFooT-DB

68
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Food-11
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Food-5K

2
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4.2 Food-5K
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Food-5K dataset consisted of 2 categories; food and non-food, training is balanced and contains
2500 images of each category [13]. The dataset also contains a validation and evaluation set and
each category contains 500 images each per dataset. The authors developed this dataset to
measure the performance of using a fine-tuned GoogleNet pretained CNN for classification.
Food-5K was developed by selecting images from already public available datasets e.g. Food101 [17], UEC-FOOD100 [18] and UEC-FOOD256 [19]. The authors described this dataset as
being varied as they selected foods that cover a wide variety of different food dishes. The images
also contain some noise and multiple food items may be contained in an image. The non-food
images consisted of images that do not contain food items (objects or humans). Food-5K was
used to find out how ResNet-152 deep features perform in detecting food items in images, which
can be argued is an important first step in food image classification for food logging. The authors
developed the non-food image dataset from using other publicly available datasets e.g.
Caltech101, Caltech256, Emotion6, and Images of Groups of People.
4.3 Food-11

4.4 RawFooT-DB
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Food-11 is a dataset that comprises of 11 major food groups [13]. The 11 categories are diary,
bread, egg, dessert, meat, fried food, pasta, seafood, rice, vegetables/fruit, and soup. Food-11
dataset was also created using images from Food-101, UEC-FOOD-100, and UEC-FOOD-256.
The authors of Food-11 stated that the images selected cover a wide range of food types in order
to train a strong classifier that had the ability to classify different varieties of foods. Many of the
images contained in Food-11 were taken in real world environments, therefore the images
contain high colour variation and some noise (unrelated food items) may be present. The
developers of this dataset have divided the dataset into training, validation, and evaluation
similar to Food-5K. Food-11 was used to explore the performance of ResNet-152 deep features
in categorising food images using Food-11.
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RawFooT-DB [20,42] food image dataset was developed to research the use of computer vision
methods to classify food image textures under different lighting conditions. Each image in
RawFooT-DB is unique in regards to the light direction, light intensity, and colour illumination
and food image textures are isolated with no noise or other food items present. The dataset
contains 68 classes with wide variety of food types ranging from fish, meat, fruit, and cereals.
RawFooT-DB dataset contains tiles from the images in the RawFooT-DB. Each image is divided
into 16 tiles, 8 tiles are for training and the remaining 8 for testing. Each class contains 368
images (tiles) which represent 8 tile texture samples under 46 different lighting conditions. In
this research, we explored the use of ResNet-152 deep feature features to train machine learning
classifiers. RawFooT-DB was used to explore how ResNet-152 deep features perform in
generalising food texture between class variance. Previous research divided RawFooT-DB into
different lighting condition subsets [20, 42], in this work we explored the performance of using
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ResNet-152 deep features across multiple lighting conditions and each food class in RawFooTDB contains multiple food texture patches across different lighting conditions.
4.5 Food-101
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Food-101 consists of 101 food categories and each category contains 1000 images [17]. The
Food-101 dataset have been described as challenging as much of the images in the dataset
contain noise and the images were collated from Foodspotting, which is a social media website
that allows users to upload food images. This means that images used are from a real-world
setting i.e. restaurant or at home and not in a lab environment. Food-101 allows us to research
how ResNet-152 deep features perform in classifying food items with similar food dishes in
varying real world environments. Authors of Food-101 specify dedicated training and testing
splits with testing splits containing images that are 'cleaned' of noise, in this work we also use
75:25 training/testing partitions, however data was shuffled before partition for preliminary
analysis to determine how ResNet-152 features perform in classifying images with noise and
intense colour and food variation. Figure 2 illustrates an example of the images in the datasets.

Figure 2. Image examples from 4 food image datasets used in this work.
4.6 Datasets for Further Evaluation of Food/Non-Food Detection Models
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Due to the small size of Food-5K, two other datasets have been used to evaluate our trained
food/non-food models; UNICT-FD889, which is a food image dataset, and Caltech-101, which is
a non-food image dataset. Deep features were extracted from UNICT-FD889 and Caltech and
classified by models that achieved the best performance in classifying Food-5K datasets.
UNICT-FD889
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UNICT-FD889 (Figure 3) was used to evaluate food/non-food models trained using Food-5K
[53]. UNICT-FD889 contains 889 distinct food dishes to study food representation and the
images are photographed in real world environments which means that much of the images may
contain high food variance, however the images in UNICT-FD889 contain images that are
focused on the food item with little noise

Figure 3: Example of images contained in UNICT-FD889 dataset.

Caltech-101
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Caltech-101 dataset (Figure 4) was also used for evaluating food/non-food classification models.
Caltech-101 contains 101 image categories and each contains between 50-800 images. The
categories are non-food based and contain images relating to animals and objects and each image
is around 300x200 pixels in size [52].

Figure 4: Example of images contained in Caltech-101 dataset.

4.7 Overview of Convolutional Neural Networks
The use of pretrained CNNs gives great potential for applying them to a variety of problem
areas. Convolution is used to describe the type of neural network as the input image is broken
down into smaller overlapping shapes in order to determine certain patterns in the image. These
overlapping segments are called filters. The patterns detected, by each overlapping shape in the
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filter, may consist of a colour contrast or certain interest points such as edges. The overlapping
shapes look for the same pattern on the image. The overlapping tiles are effectively used as input
for a small neural network. This is done for each tile in the image. Each network in the filter hold
the same weights to determine interest points in each tile. The output of this process is an array
which each section corresponds to the network that describes patterns in each tile. A downsampling process is then triggered after the convolution stage, this is typically completed using
max pooling where the representation divided into non-overlapping rectangles. Within each
region the maximum is retained. This process can be repeated a number of times to create deeper
and more detailed representations. Fully connected layers are also present with a CNN
architecture and is connected to activations from the layer previous. The fully connected layer
takes the input from previous layers and uses this for classification using a soft-max function.
Backpropagation is typically used to train the CNN in which the forward propagation is used to
determine the error and gradient descent is then used to update the weights and parameters based
on this error. This is repeated in order to train the CNN using a training dataset [21,22].

The pretrained CNNs used in this work were trained specifically with requirements placed on the
input images. Therefore, in order to extract deep feature representations of these images using
these CNNs, it was important to ensure that the images meet the same requirements. The first
requirement was to ensure that the images were resized to a specific height and width configured
in the image input layer of the pretrained CNN. The images are also normalised and this is
achieved by subtracting the mean of the image. The mean is removed from the input image and
also the image intensities are normalised within a [0,255] region, as defined in [23].
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4.9 Deep Feature Extraction
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In this work we used 2 pretrained CNNs as deep feature extractors. The ad- vantage of using a
pretrained CNN to extract deep image features, as opposed to training a new CNN, are: (1) less
computational power is needed as we are allowing the CNN to process each image only once to
extract deep feature representations; (2) less data is needed in order to achieve high accuracy
results as layers deep in the CNN architecture contain activations that can be used for deep

feature representations.
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CNNs have been trained to specifically determine and highlight key features in an image and
pretrained CNNs allow images to be inserted and layers produce a response or activation to the
image. These ’activations’ or deep features as they will be called in this work, can be extracted in
the form of a feature vector [23,24]. The authors that created datasets Food-5K and Food-11
fine- tuned a GoogLeNet model, therefore for performance comparison, we adopted a different
approach of using GoogLeNet, not for fine-tuning but for deep feature extraction and to use these
deep features to train machine learning classifiers. As stated, the 2 CNNs we have chosen
achieved high accuracy results when applied to ILSRVC ImageNet dataset.
Comparing this feature extraction process to training a CNN from scratch, in which mini-batches
of image data are iteratively passed through different layers (i.e. convolutional and sub-sampling
layers) using back-propagation to implement stochastic gradient descent to train the network, the
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method of deep feature extraction requires less computational power. Deep feature extraction can
also be implemented on a CPU as only one pass is completed through the training data to extract
the deep features. It is also worth noting that a large amount of time needs to be dedicated to
train a CNN from scratch. For many researchers this is not possible, therefore pretrained CNNs
offer a convenient way to experiment with deep learning algorithms by allowing for deep feature
extraction, classification, and also transfer learning.
The datasets used in this work are small in comparison to the datasets needed to train a CNN
from scratch such as ILSRVC dataset which contains over 14 million images [59]. Figure 5
describes the pipeline used in this work where by images are processed to extract deep features
to be used for classification.
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4.9.1 Layer Selection
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To extract features from pretrained CNN, a layer needs to be selected for each model. During the
training of CNN models, the output from convolutional layers and the pooling layers depict high
level representations of images. In this study we extracted deep feature maps immediately after
the last pooling layer of each CNN to determine if these feature representations are able to
accurately generalise between different food classes in food image dataset. The layer names used
to extract deep features from CNN architecture are used to distinguish between different layers in
the pretrained CNN models. Table 2 lists the size of each pretrained CNN model and the chosen
layer for deep feature extraction.
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Table 2: Table showing pretrained CNN used as deep feature extractors in this work. The table lists the name
of the CNN, the amount of layers present, the dataset used to train the CNN, and layer used in this work.

Layers

CNN

22
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GoogLeNet

152
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ResNet-152

Trained Using

Layer

ImageNet ILSVRC

pool5

ImageNet ILSVRC

cls3_pool

4.10 Pretrained Models using MatConvNet Package
MatConvNet is a popular Matlab library that allows for the training of state- of-the-art CNNs or
to apply pretrained CNNs for deep feature extraction to be used for image classification [23,24].
In this work, MatConvNet was used to utilise 2 pretrained CNNs for deep feature extraction both
trained on ILSVRC ImageNet dataset. MatConvNet packages allow for the fine-tuning of
pretrained CNN [24]. In this work ResNet-152 and GoogLeNet were chosen to extract deep
features to train classification models, the reason ResNet-152 was used was that it has achieved
the lowest top-1 error of 23% using ILSVRC 2012 validation dataset in the MatConvNet
package. GoogLeNet is another popular model available on MatConvNet package and was used
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GoogleNet model trained in [13].

Figure 5: Diagram describing the pipeline of deep feature ex- traction. (1) Food image datasets
are used as input into (2) (pretrained CNN). (3)A layer deep in the architecture is specified and
the image is processed by the CNN and the output (of the specified layer) is a generic image
feature vector. (4) These generic image feature vectors can be collated to form a feature dataset
and each feature vector generated by the CNN layer is labelled in accordance to the category
from where the image taken from. (5) The generic image feature dataset can then be used as
input to a range of conventional machine learning algorithm.

4.11 ResNet-152 CNN
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ResNet-152 is a deep residual pretrained CNN [25]. At the time of develop- ment, the authors of
this CNN have described it as the deepest network ever presented on ImageNet (2015) and is
based on utilising extremely deep nets with a depth of up to 152 layers. A residual learning
framework which allows training of networks easier to converge and promote increased
accuracy. The main advantages that residual networks contribute is the acceleration of speed in
training networks, the effect of the vanishing gradient problem is reduced, and increasing the
depth of the network which results in less parameters. ResNet- 152 is made up of residual
connections that allow important information to be transferred between layers. Residual
connections allow a gradient to pass backwards directly through layers without losing vital
information, in a regular CNN, the gradient must always pass through an activation layer. This
can cause the gradient to diminish, to circumvent this problem, connections within a CNN are
appended with a shortcut that allows gradients to pass through thus decreasing the effects of
vanishing gradient (information loss). Experiments us- ing residual connects (ResNet-152) have
reported increased accuracy and lower training times, in comparison to other state of the arts
[25]. The authors of ResNet-152 compare their work with other established CNNs and state that
this residual deep net is 8x deeper than VGG nets [26]. We used ResNet-152 pretrained CNN
with the image datasets mentioned in this work for feature extraction. We selected pool5 layer
deep in the ResNet-152 architecture and for each image an extracted a feature vector of 2048 was
computed.
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GoogLeNet was used for deep feature extraction combined with the same supervised machine
learning models. In [22] a deep convolutional network was proposed that is able to achieve state
of the art classification and object detec- tion accuracy by training the network using ImageNet
dataset for Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge 2014. The motivation for GoogLeNet was
that larger CNNs may encounter the problem of overfitting as there is a large number of
parameters used in the network. GoogLeNets main contribution is the intro- duction of Inception
modules that utilises the concept of using approximation of sparse structure with repeated dense
components. Dimensionality reduction is used in order to ensure computational complexity is
kept to a minimum. Mul- tiple convolutional filters are used with different sizes to ensure that
there is sufficient coverage of information clusters. Before more computational expen- sive
convolutions (3x3, 5x5) a convolutional after the previous layer for data reduction. The results of
GoogLeNet incorporating these inception modules achieved 6.67% top-5 error percentage in
classification performance in ILSVRC Classification Challenge 2014. In this work, we extracted
the deep activations using the fully connected layer cls3 pool which has a 1024 vector dimension
and is located after the last pooling layer in GoogLeNet [22].
4.13 Metrics for Performance Measurement
Several metrics were used to assess the performance of the trained models. The metrics that were
selected to assess each model were percentage, recall, F1 score, Kappa, and Area Under the
Receiver Operating Characteristic curve (AUC). The output of each model can be presented
using a confusion matrix. A confusion matrix is a table that is able to summarise the prediction
outcome of a model by classifying instances as positive (P) instances or negative (N) instances.
Confusion matrix can further provide greater insight into prediction outcomes by classifying
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4.14 Training, Validation, and Evaluation Data Partitions
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predicted instances as true positives (TP), true negatives (TN), false positives (FP), and false
negatives (FN). Visually, the performance of a confusion matrix can be quickly assessed by
inspecting the diagonal line of the confusion matrix, the stronger instances that are present in this
diagonal line signifies better performance. The metrics used to assess the experiments can be
derived from the confusion matrix such as recall (sensitivity), Ac, and F1 score. Recall can be
described as metric that describes how many instances are classified correctly. The F1 score is a
weighted average using precision and recall and is measured between 0 (worst) and 1 (best). For
Food-5K the AUC values were also computed for each experiment due to being a binary
classifier and Cohen’s kappa was calculated for Food-11, RawFooT-DB, and Food-101. Cohen’s
kappa is a metric that is used to measure the inter-rater agreement between two label sets in a
classification problem, we use Cohen’s Kappa along with other metrics to describe experiment
results [27].
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To evaluate the performance of our trained models, validation and evaluation datasets were
extracted and used from Food-5K, and Food-11. For RawFooT- DB, an evaluation dataset was
used supplied by the authors [20]. For Food-5K, Food-11, and RawFooT-DB, the authors already
partitioned the datasets into evaluation and validation sets (Table 3) and in this work we used the
same data splits to train and test our models. For Food-101, we split the data into 75:25 for
training and testing. Authors of Food-101 provide training and testing splits with testing images
cleaned of noise, however in this work we randomly shuffled images for training and testing
partitions to test how ResNet-152 performs in classifying food images with noise and high food
variance. This would give an indication of how deep features would perform in classifying
difficult datasets such as Food-101. Table 3 is a summary of the data partitions used in this work
for each food image dataset and the names for each partition follows the author’s naming
convention. Several metrics were computed during the experiment stage e.g. kappa statistic, F1
score, recall, average ROC, and accuracy to measure the performance of each trained model.
Food-5K and Food-11 datasets each contained training, validation, and evaluation images.
Training images were used for feature extraction to train machine learning classifiers. Validation
images were used to determine if hyper-parameters used yield adequate results and evaluation
dataset was to fully evaluate overall trained model. For RawFooT- DB, authors developed
training and testing datasets by taking each image and dividing it into 16 tiles, 8 tiles are for
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training and the remaining 8 for testing. Each class contains 368 images (tiles) which
represent 8 tile texture samples under 46 different lighting conditions. The testing dataset
was used to verify if the trained model able to generalise between food texture classes.
Food-101 dataset was randomly partitioned; 75% for training and 25% for testing. Testing partition was used to verify trained Food-101 classifiers. UNICT-FD889 and Caltech101 testing datasets were used to further evaluate food/non-food classification models.
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Table 3: Table showing testing methods used for each food image dataset. * denotes dataset splits supplied by
dataset authors.
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Dataset Dataset Partition

Food-5K Training, validation, & evaluation*
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Food-11 Training, validation, & evaluation*

RawFooT-DB Training & testing*
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Food-101 75:25 training & testing

UNICT-FD889 Testing

Caltech-101 Testing
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4.15 UNICT-FD889 & Caltech-101 Food/ Non-Food Dataset
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As well as using the validation and evaluation datasets supplied with Food- 5K, further
evaluation was completed with UNICT-FD889 dataset and Caltech- 101 dataset in detecting food
images. UNICT-FD889 is a food dataset containing images from a range of food types and
Caltech-101 is a non-food image dataset, UNICT-Caltech. These 2 datasets were combined to
create a new food/non-food dataset called UNICT-FD889 to evaluate our food detection models.
Deep features were extracted from the new food/non-food dataset. Further evaluation was
completed because Food-5K evaluation and validation datasets are small with only 500
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images in each category for each dataset. Using another larger dataset for evaluation can
give a stronger performance indication of our models in classifying a large variety of
food and non-food images.
4.16 Weka Platform

In order to train the machine learning algorithms, Weka 3.8.1 [28] platform was used. Weka is a
software application that contains various machine learning algorithms written in Java and the
application was developed at University of Waikato, New Zealand. The application can be used
for different tasks such as clustering, classification, visualisation, feature selection, and
preprocessing and is very popular within universities for its ease of use. It is also popular
because of the amount of algorithms available. The main reason that Weka 3.8.1 was used in this
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work was the detailed evaluation results output computed, which are collated into a window after
evaluation has finished. Another major advantage of using Weka is the evaluation process in that
a range of detailed metrics are computed for each class to describe the performance of the model.
A confusion matrix can be computed to determine the performance of individual classes for the
trained model using K-fold class validation or a dedicated validation dataset. The amount of
machine learning algorithms that are available is a factor in using Weka as well the easy to use
graphical user interface (GUI). In this work, Weka 3.8.1 was used with the extracted features
from image datasets for classification, analysis, and evaluation [28].
4.16.1 WekaPython Plugin & Scikit-Learn
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WekaPython plugin was used with Weka 3.8.1 that allows the training of scikit-learn [29,55]
machine learning classifiers. The wekaPython package relies on Python version 2.7 or higher
being installed on the user’s system and uses a range of Python packages to function correctly
such as pandas, numpy, scikit- learn, and matplotlib. In this work, the wekaPython was used to
train and evaluate the deep features extracted from the pretrained CNNs. Weka was used to train
an ANN for experiments with Food-101. Due to its flexibility for working with larger datasets,
Python v2.7.10 with scikit-learn library was also used to train the other machine learning
classifiers for the Food-101 dataset [30]. The following machine learning algorithms were used
in this work [29,54]:
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1. Gaussian Naive Bayes (wekaPython scikit-learn)
2. Support Vector Machines (SVM) (wekaPython scikit-learn)
3. Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
4. Random Forest Classifier (wekaPython scikit-learn)

For Food-101 food image dataset, datasets were manually split 75:25 and the follow parameters
were used to split and shuffle the dataset to train and test each machine learning classifier;
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1. Gaussian Naive Bayes - random state 1
2. Support Vector Machines - random state 1
3. Artificial Neural Network - random seed 1
4. Random Forest Classifier - random state 1
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4.16.2 Naive Bayes

Naive Bayes is a popular machine learning algorithms known for their efficiency and minimal
processing. They can be described as a set of simple probabilistic classifiers derived from Bayes
Theorem. The term naive is used to describe the algorithm because it assumes that attributes are
independent of the associated class. Bayes rule is enforced to compute the probability of a class
based upon the values in the vector. Bayes rule of conditional probability states that if you have a
hypothesis H and the evidence (feature attributes) is connected to that hypothesis [31]. Naive
Bayes assumes independence and the algorithm works efficiently and can outperform the most
sophisticated machine learning algorithms on certain datasets. Naive Bayes can be described as a
simplistic approach to using learning probabilistic knowledge for classification. However, the
present of redundant data can affect the performance and the introduction dependent attributes
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also diminish the performance of classifier. In this work, a Gaussian naive bayes classifier

was trained using the extracted CNN deep features. A Gaussian naive bayes classifier is
used when continuous values are present by assuming a normal distribution in the dataset
as the mean and standard deviation is computed for each class.
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4.16.3. Support Vector Machines (SVM)
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4.16.4. Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
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SVMs are able to implement the use of non-linear boundaries by using ker- nels (e.g. RBF,
Polynomial) to transform feature representation into a higher dimensional space to predict
multiple classes. In classification problems, the use of SVM have performed well in generalising
on a variety of classification problems such as food classification, face detection, and object
detection [32,33]. In some problems the training data in a problem may become inseparable
meaning that there is not a clear boundary definition, SVMs are able to enforce nonlinear
boundaries in transformed feature spaces [35]. In regards to a linear SVM, a linear hyperplane is
computed and considered optimal if a line is at a furthest distance from class data points (largest
minimum distance) [35]. However, in some instances the training data may not be linearly
separable, therefore SVM employ the use of kernels to determine optimal hyperplanes. Kernels
can be used in order to fit linear models in a non-linear setting, mapping is used to transform
how the features are represented into a higher dimensional space. In this work, we train 2 CSVM models using Polynomial kernel and Radial Basis Function (RBF). C-SVM uses a C
regularisation parameter that implements a weight penalty for misclassifications to improve the
accuracy of the model.
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An ANN or feed-forward neural network was also used in this work and ANN can comprise of a
number of layers. Each layer contains a number of nodes that are called neurons. The basic ANN
architecture is made of three layers; input layer, hidden layer, and output layer and because of the
amount of rich information/features that can be learned using a ANN, it can be applied to
problems that are of an non-linear nature. The basic function of a ANN is the ability to map
features data into a set of outputs. Each neuron computes its input by using a weight that
represents the strength between nodes. An activation function is then applied, there are a number
of activation functions that are available i.e. sigmoid function, linear, or Gaussian. Once the
activation function is applied, a single value is returned. Back propagation is used to train the
ANN, the predicted output is compared to the expected output which is reflected in the cost
function and the weights are altered. ANN training can be customised to suit the nature of the
input dataset and problem, parameters such as training time (epochs), learning rate, and
momentum can be configured. In this work, ANNs were trained for each dataset using a Weka
plug-in [30] with the following parameters listed in Table 4. The learning rate was set to adaptive
unless otherwise stated in the experiments. The adaptive learning rate function uses a number of
base learning rates on the training data to determine the most suitable by comparing the cost
function of each. The Weka plugin uses dropout regularisation to prevent overfitting and
Rectified Linear Units as the activation functions [30, 36].
Table 4: Hyper-parameters used for each ANN.
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ANN Parameters

Neurons per layer 100

Learning rate Adaptive*
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Learning momentum 0.2
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Number of layers 1
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Number of iterations 1000 (max)

Weight Penalty 0.00000001 (default)

Hidden Layers drop out rate 0.5
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Input layer drop out rate 0.2

Activation function ReLu
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Convergence threshold 0.2

Batch 100

4.16.5 Random Forest

Random Forests (RF) was developed by Leo Brieman and Adele Culter [37] and is a
classification algorithm that utilises a number of decision trees using feature subsamples and
bootstrapped examples. The purpose of RF was to be easy to use by offering little preprocessing
requirements and using a voting system for final classification using a collection of decision
trees. This method is directly related to the bagging technique as the goal of the bagging
technique is to develop a model with low variance and to average noise in the dataset. RF is able
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to take subsets of the input data comprised of random values with each instance labelled with its
class. For each subset created a decision tree is created. Each decision tree is trained using the
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subset training data and a classification for each instance is calculated. A majority voting
rule is then used to decide on the final classification of the instance. RF algorithm is
efficient in that it is able to analyse large databases and is able to estimate missing data to
help maintain accuracy [37]. In this work a scikit-learn RF classifier was used with
wekaPython and Table 5 lists the parameters used for this model.
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Table 5: Table showing hyper-parameters used for WekaPython Random Forest classifier. Hyper-parameters
used for this classifier are default.

Random Forest Parameters
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Criterion Entropy

Number of estimators 50
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Random state None

Depth of tree None

Minimum number of samples split 2
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Minimum number of samples for leaf node 1
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Number of features for best split auto

Bootstrap True

Max leaf nodes None

Random state instance None
None
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Max depth

5. Experimental Results
5.1. Food /Non-Food Classification Results
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5.1.1. Food-5K
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Minimum num of leaf samples 1
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This section lists the results of our experiments using the food image datasets. Tables 6 and 8 list
the detailed results of Food-5K. Accuracy, recall, F1 score, and ROC values were used to
measure the performance of each the classification models for both validation and evaluation
datasets. Initial results show that deep features combined with machine learning classifiers
achieved high accuracy results when distinguishing between food and non-food images. The use
of SVM with RBF kernel achieved the highest accuracy with 99.4% using ResNet-152 for deep
feature extraction with validation dataset and 98.8% with evaluation dataset. Table 7 and 9 also
lists the confusion matrices of using SVM-RBF with ResNet-152 to detect food images in
validation dataset and ANN with ResNet-152 features to detect food images in evaluation
dataset. GoogLeNet deep features achieved marginally lower accuracy results, however for the
evalu- ation dataset, GoogLeNet deep features with ANN achieved the same accuracy result as
SVM-RBF and Random Forests classifier with ResNet-152 features with 98.8%. In regards to
using SVM classifiers in Food-5K, the use of the RBF kernel achieved marginally higher
accuracies compared to the polynomial kernel and Gaussian Naive Bayes achieving the lowest
accuracy results in both testing datasets with both deep feature types.
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Table 6: Classification results using ResNet-152 and GoogleNet to extract deep activations (extracted from
Food-5K) with supervised learning algorithms. Figures in bold represent highest accuracy result.

Food-5K - Validation
GoogLeNet - cls3 pool

Model
Recall

F1

ROC

Acc (%)

Recall

F1

ROC

NB

98.7

0.99

0.99

0.99

97.5

0.98

0.98

0.99

SVM (RBF)

99.4

0.99

0.99

0.99

98.5

0.99

0.99

0.99

SVM (Poly)

99

0.99

0.99

0.99

98.5

0.99

0.99

0.99

ANN

99.2

0.99

0.99

1

99

0.99

0.99

0.99

RF

98.9

0.99

0.99

1

98.6

0.99

0.99

0.99
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Acc (%)
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ResNet-152 - pool5

Table 7: Confusion matrix showing results of highest accuracy results achieved using ResNet- 152 features
classifying validation dataset of Food-5K using a SVM with RBF kernel.
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Predicted Labels

True Labels

Food

NonFood

Food

498

2

NonFood

4

496

Table 8: Classification results using ResNet-152 and GoogLeNet to extract deep activations (extracted from
Food-5K) with supervised learning classifiers using evaluation dataset.
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Food-5K - Evaluation
ResNet-152 - pool5

GoogLeNet - cls3 pool

Model
Recall

F1

ROC

Acc (%)

NB

97.3

0.97

0.97

0.98

96

SVM (RBF)

98.8

0.99

0.99

0.99

98.3

SVM (Poly)

98.3

0.98

0.98

0.98

98.2

ANN

98.8

0.99

0.99

0.99

98.8

RF

98.8

0.99

0.99

Recall

ROC

0.96

0.96

0.98

0.98

0.98

0.98

0.98

0.98

0.99

0.99

SC

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.99

M
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0.99

F1
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Acc (%)

98.5
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Table 9: Confusion matrix showing results of highest accuracy results achieved using ResNet- 152 features
classifying evaluation dataset of Food-5K using ANN.

Predicted Labels
NonFood

Food

493

7

NonFood

5

495
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Food
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True

Labels

To further test our models, experiments were conducted that tested food/non- food trained
models on the Food-11 dataset as what was completed in [13] for more detailed comparison.
Food-11 dataset contains 16,643 images and they are all classed as food images, GoogleNet and
ResNet-152 deep features were used to extract deep features from Food-11 and used with SVMRBF and ANN models to classify them to detect food in the images. Table 10 is a breakdown of
the results using our methods to classify Food-11 dataset.
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Table 10: Results comparison of classifying Food-11 and UNICT-Caltech with our Food/Non-Food
classification models.

Accuracy

16,208

97.39%

ResNet-152 + SVM-RBF (Food11)

GoogleNet + ANN (Food-11)

GoogleNet + SVM-RBF (Food11)

ResNet-152 + SVM-RBF
(UNICT-Caltech)

16,171

97.16%

15,646

97.19%

94.01%

12,409

97.50%

12,283

96.51%
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ResNet-152 + ANN (UNICTCaltech)

16,176
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ResNet-152 + ANN (Food-11)
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Number of food images detected
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5.1.2. UNICT-FD889 & Caltech
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Table 10 list the results of using SVM-RBF and ANN trained with Food- 5K training ResNet152 deep features for classifying UNICT-Caltech, which combines images in UNICT-FD889 and
Caltech-101 to make a food/non-food dataset. UNICT-Caltech dataset is a larger dataset and
using this dataset with our trained models allows us to get a better indication how ResNet-152
features perform in detecting food in images.

5.2. Food Item Classification Results
5.2.1. Food-11

Results show that using ResNet-152 and GoogleNet deep features are able to achieve high
accuracies when classifying across major food groups. Results are presented in Tables 11 and 12.
The maximum accuracy achieved was using ANN for both ResNet-152 and GoogleNet features
achieving 91.34% and 86.44% respectively with evaluation dataset. For ResNet-152 features an
F-measure of 0.91 was achieved and 0.86 with GoogleNet features using ANN. For the ANN
trained using ResNet-152 features, the base learning rate was set to auto-detect which allows the
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ANN Weka plugin to initially test various learning rates to determine the lowest cost function.
Initial tests revealed that 1.0 learning rate achieved the lowest cost function and the ANN used
that to learning rate to initially begin the training. The learning rate decreased over the course of
the training if the network cost function didn’t improve after 10 mini-batch iterations. The
network converged after 204 iterations ending with a learning rate of 0.01. Further analysis
revealed the SVM models trained with RBF and Polynomial kernel using ResNet-152 features
achieved 89.99% and 88.86% accuracy respectively and 85.36% and 86.05% using GoogleNet
features using evaluation dataset. Figure 6 shows the confusion matrix of using an ANN trained
with ResNet-152 features to classify the evaluation dataset. Figure 7 is an example of different
types of food categories that were misclassified as shown in the confusion matrix in Figure 6.

Food-11 - Validation Dataset
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Table 11: Classification results using ResNet-152 and GoogLeNet to extract deep features (extracted from
Food-11) with supervised learning classifiers.

GoogLeNet - cls3 pool

ResNet-152 - pool5
Model
Recall

F1

Kappa

Acc (%)

Recall

F1

Kappa

GNB

73.03

0.73

0.73

0.70

67.49

0.68

0.68

0.64

SVM (RBF)

88.11

0.88

0.88

0.87

82.36

0.82

0.82

0.80

SVM (Poly)

86.65

ANN

89.18

RF

78.43
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Acc (%)

0.87

0.85

83.70

0.84

0.84

0.82

0.89

0.89

0.88

84.11

0.84

0.84

0.82

0.78

0.78

0.76

75.48

0.76

0.75

0.72
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0.87

Table 12: Classification results using ResNet-152 and GoogLeNet to extract deep features (extracted from
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Food-11) with supervised learning algorithms.
Food-11 - Evaluation Dataset
GoogLeNet - cls3 pool

ResNet-152 - pool5
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Model
Recall

F1

Kappa

Acc (%)

Recall

F1

Kappa

GNB

75.38

0.75

0.76

0.72

69.73

0.70

0.70

0.66

SVM (RBF)

89.99

0.90

0.90

0.89

85.36

0.85

0.85

0.84

SVM (Poly)

88.86

0.89

0.89

0.87

0.86

0.86

0.84

ANN

91.34

0.91

0.91

0.90

86.44

0.86

0.86

0.85

RF

80.40

0.80

0.80

0.78

78.24

0.78

0.78

0.75
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Acc (%)
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86.05
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Figure 6: Confusion matrix of Food-11 classes using ANN model trained using ResNet-152 features.
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Figure 7: Example of Food-11 classes which are misclassified based on confusion matrix generated from ANN
model trained using ResNet-152 features. Images highlight shared characteristics that could lead to
misclassifications.

5.2.2. RawFooT-DB Classification Results
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Results listed in Table 13 reveal ResNet-152 features trained with SVM and RBF kernel
achieved an accuracy of 99.10% and our ANN also with ResNet- 152 99.28% in classifying
RawFooT-DB. The results show that deep features efficiently classify isolated texture images
across various lighting conditions and further investigation analysing the confusion matrix
generated from SVM-RBF model shows that there were several classes that experienced
misclassifications. For example, several instances were wrongly classified as chickpeas instead
of white peas. Investigating the images from both categories, it was clear that there are
similarities between shape, colour, and texture as shown in Figure 8 and 9. When also
investigating the ANN confusion matrix, several white pea instances were also classed as
chickpeas and there were also several mango instances classed as apple slice. Figure 9 is an
example of image classes that were misclassified using an ANN, chicken breast and milk
chocolate. These images showed similar characteristics in colour and texture, similarly
hamburger images were classified as salami and further investigation showed very similar
texture, colour, and patterns however ResNet-152 features still achieved 0.98 F-measure for
hamburgers and 0.99 for salami.
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Table 13: Classification results using ResNet-152 and GoogLeNet to extract deep features (extracted from
RawFoot dataset) with supervised learning classifiers. * denotes highest accuracy achieved.
RawFoot Dataset - Training/Testing Split
GoogLeNet - cls3 pool

ResNet-152 - pool5

Model

Acc (%)

Recall

F1

Kappa

Acc (%)

Recall

F1

Kappa

GNB

82.02

0.82

0.83

0.82

78.42

0.78

0.79

0.78

SVM-RBF

99.10

0.99

0.99

0.99

96.63

0.97

0.97

0.97
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98.21

0.98

0.98

0.98

96.74

0.97

0.97

0.97

ANN

99.28*

0.99

0.99

0.99

97.04

0.97

0.97

0.97

RF

98.13

0.98

0.98

0.98

94.03

0.94

0.94

0.94
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SVM-Poly
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Figure 8: Example of RawFooT-DB classes which are misclassified based on confusion matrix generated from
SVM-RBF model trained using ResNet-152 features. Images highlight shared characteristics that could lead to
misclassifications.

Figure 9: Example of RawFooT-DB classes which are misclassified based on confusion matrix generated from
ANN model trained using ResNet-152 features.
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For further analysis using RawFooT-DB with ResNet-152 and GoogleNet features, we reordered
the food types into 7 groups, vegetables, rice/grains/wheat/seeds, fruits, sweets, breads,
meat/fish, and miscellaneous (e.g. coffee, powders, sugar). Figure 10 and 11 show the Fmeasure of the food texture types rearranged into food groups for ANN and SVM-RBF models.
It is clear the from Figure 10 and11 that there is a decrease in accuracy in ‘meat/ fish’ group.
This is evident in Figure 9 as chicken breast can share similar characteristics with other
textures such as ’milk chocolate’. Figure 10 and 11 also show decrease in accuracy with
chickpeas and white peas due to sharing texture and shape characteristics and this is also evident
in Figure 12 using GoogleNet deep features with ANN.
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Figure 10: RawFooT-DB F-Measure of reordered classes by major food groups using ResNet-152 features
with ANN.
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Figure 11: RawFooT-DB F-Measure of reordered classes by major food groups using ResNet- 152 features
with SVM with RBF kernel.
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5.2.3. Food-101 Classification Results
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Figure 12: RawFooT-DB F-Measure of reordered classes by major food groups using GoogleNet features with
ANN.
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From previous experiments using Food-5K and Food-11, and RawFooT-DB, ResNet-152 deep
features achieved the highest accuracies. We used ResNet-152 deep features for classifying
Food-101, which can be described as fine-grained food image dataset that contains similar food
items (i.e. different kind of soups, meats images taken in a free-living environment). Results
listed in Table 14 show that ANN and SVM-RBF along with ResNet-152 features achieved the
highest accuracy across the experiments for Food-101 achieving 64.98%. To train the ANN,
Food-101 was partitioned into 75:25, training and testing, with random seed of ’1’ using Weka
3.8.1 (same ANN plug-in used with other experiments for Food-5K, Food-11, and RawFooTDB). To train the ANN, the learning rate was initially set to 1 with mini-batch gradient descent.
For the other classification models we used used Python 2.7.10 with Scikit v0.19. We used
Python v2.7.10 and scikit-learn instead of Weka 3.8.1 due to the flexibility of using other
libraries and its ease of use when working with larger datasets and also for data analysis. The
parameters for the classifiers remained the same as other experiments with Weka as wekaPython
contains the same models as scikit-learn. To train the other classifiers using scikit-learn, Food101 was also split in 75:25 training and testing with a random state parameter of ’1’. Table 14
shows the accuracy, recall, F-Measure, and kappa statistic of using ResNet-152 deep features.
The results are much lower than previous experiments with the highest accuracy with 64.18% for
ANN and 64.97% for SVM-RBF. The kappa statistic was also generated for ANN and SVMRBF at 0.64 and 0.65 respectively, which indicates substantial agreement.
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F-measure

0.97

Table 14: Classification results using ResNet-152 to extract deep activations (extracted from Food-101 dataset)
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with supervised learning algorithms. Highest accuracy denoted by *.
Food-101 Dataset - 75:25 training/evaluation
ResNet-152 - pool5
Recall

F1

Kappa

GNB

45.64%

0.46

0.46

0.45

SVM-RBF

64.98%*

0.65

0.65

0.65

SVM-Poly

63.04%

0.63

0.63

0.63

ANN

64.18%

0.64

RF

39.33%

0.39
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Acc (%)
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Model

0.64
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There were a number of misclassifications that occurred across different classes in Food-101
experiments. Figure 13 and 14 is an example of typical food classes that were misclassified.
Misclassifications occured with the steak food class with both the ANN and SVM-RBF. Steak
instances were wrongly classified as pork chop, prime rib, and filet mignon using SVM-RBF and
ANN, similarly several pork chop instances were classified as steak, prime rib, and foie gras.
This may be due to the shared characteristics with shape, texture, and colour. In regards to the
desserts, several items were wrongly classified, the panna cotta class was wrongly classified as a
cheese cake, and chocolate mousse and the cheese cake class was wrongly classified as a panna
cotta, choco- late mousse, chocolate cake, and strawberry shortbread. Further investigation
showed that these classes share similar characteristics such as shape and colour which may
contribute to them being wrongly classified. Beignets were also wrongly classified as donuts,
investigation showed that beignets are very similar to donuts in terms of appearance, texture,
colour, and shape, however SVM- RBF trained with ResNet-152 features were still able to
achieve an F-measure of 0.77 for beignets.

Figure 15 shows the F-measure for each food class in Food-101 for SVM. For further analysis,
we organised the food classes into groups. Images were allo- cated into groups; (1) breads, pasta,
(2) desserts, (3) eggs, (4) fried foods, (5) meats and fish, (6) mixed foods (foods that contained a
mixture of foods) and (7) vegetables. Foods were organised into different foods to determine if
ResNet-152 features had any inherent advantage for classifying certain food groups. The average F-measure was computed for each group and the vegetable group achieved the highest with
an average F-measure of 0.71 using SVM-RBF model, however it should be noted that the
vegetable category contained a small number of images in comparison to other groups. In regard
to using SVM-RBF model to classify specific food items, the class the achieved the highest Fmeasure was ’edamame’ with 0.98, and further investigation showed that edamame images are
very similar as the food item is distinct and there is little variation with the edamame food type
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and also they are the same shape and colour. The food item that achieved the lowest Fmeasure was ’steak’ with an F-measure of 0.36. Steak food class experienced
misclassifications with other food types with other meat classes e.g. pork chop, prime rib,
and foie gras due to the similar shape, colour, and texture. In regards to using ANN
model, ’edamame’ also achieved the highest with 0.97 F-measure and ’steak’ was also
the lowest with 0.30.
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Figure 13: Example of Food-101 classes which were misclassified based on confusion matrix generated from
ANN and SVM-RBF models trained using ResNet-152 features. Food classes are on the left experience
misclassification with the food classes on the right.

chocolate cake

chocolate mousse

panna cotta

strawberry shortbread

Figure 14: Example of Food-101 dessert classes which were misclassified based on confusion matrix generated
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using both SVM-RBF and ANN models trained with ResNet-152 features.
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Figure 15: Food-101 F-Measure of reordered classes by major food groups using ResNet-152 features with
SVM with RBF kernel
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6. Discussion
In this work we used deep features extracted from pretrained CNNs for food image
classification. We compared 2 popular pretrained CNNs, ResNet-152 and GoogLeNet and
extracted deep features from layers deep in each CNN architec- ture to classify Food-5K, Food11, and RawFooT-DB. For Food-101 we choose to use ResNet-152 deep features as it
consistently achieved higher accuracies across other image datasets. We extracted a deep feature
vector immediately after the last pooling layer in each architecture for each pretrained CNN for
each from various food image datasets. From these experiments, we found that ResNet- 152
achieved consistently higher results in Food-5K, Food-11, and RawFoot-DB and because of this
ResNet-152 features were used with Food-101. Food-101 is a much more difficult dataset due to
the number of classes and variation in images. Many classes contain low in between class
variance as many dishes are similar as shown in Figure 13, 14, and 16. From the experiments it
was clear that using ResNet-152 is able to achieve high accuracies for Food-5K, Food-11 dataset,
RawFoot DB, and moderate accuracy for Food-101.
In regards to Food-5K, the deep features were able to detect food in images with high accuracy
across all machine learning classifiers, achieving over 90% accuracy in each experiment. We
benchmarked our experiments using the results achieved by the authors of Food-5K and Food-11
datasets who used a fine-tuned GoogleNet [13] and these results in our work suggest that there is
potential to achieve high accuracies and performance without the need of fine- tuning pretrained
CNNs for certain datasets and problems. Furthermore, due to the nature of Food-5K being a
binary decision between food and non-food classes, generic deep features may be sufficient
enough to provide adequate generalisation to classify between two classes (i.e. food and nonfood).
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ANN and SVM-RBF trained with ResNet-152 features achieved the highest accuracies in the
majority of Food-5K experiments and the Food-5K ANN and SVM-RBF model was further
evaluated by classifying the entire Food-11 dataset for food detection. Results show that our
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ANN model trained using ResNet-152 features achieved higher food detection accuracy
compared to the fine-tuned GoogleNet model in [13] when tested against Food-11 image dataset
as stated in Table 15. We also evaluated both our Food/Non-Food SVM-RBF model trained with
ResNet-152 and GoogleNet deep features using Food-11 for food detection and results showed
that these models achieve marginally higher results compared to other results achieved in also
listed in Table 15 [13].
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Authors in [13] achieved 83.6% with Food-11 evaluation dataset and in our work ResNet-152
features with ANN achieved 91.34% and 89.99% with SVM-RBF, this is an improvement of
7.74% and 6.39% respectively. For Food-5K, ResNet-152 features achieved 98.8% in classifying
Food-5K evaluation dataset and authors in [13] achieved 99.2%. Authors in [13] evaluated their
food detection model using all images in Food-11 dataset, we did this also and Table 16
compares our results. ANN and SVM trained with ResNet-152 deep features achieved
marginally higher results than achieved in [13] with 97.39% and 97.19% respectively.
GoogleNet deep features with ANN also achieved marginally higher results with 97.16%
compared to proposed Fine-tuned GoogleNet method in [13].
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Figure 16: Food image classes from Food-101 that share similar characteristics. Categories from left to right;
french onion soup, hot and sour soup, clam chowder, miso soup.
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Table 15: Method and results comparison using Food-5K and Food-11. * denotes accuracy improvement.
Author

Method

Accuracy

Food Dataset

Singla, et al. [13]

GoogleNet (fine-tuned)

99.2%

Food-5K

Singla, et al. [13]

GoogleNet (fine-tuned)

83.6%

Food-11

This work

ResNet-152 + ANN

98.8%

Food-5K

-

ResNet-152 + ANN

91.34%*

Food-11

-

ResNet-152 + SVM-RBF

89.99%*

Food-11
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ResNet-152 + SVM-Poly

88.86%*

Food-11
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Table 16 also shows GoogleNet features used to detect food images in Food- 11. Results show
that using GoogleNet features used to train conventional machine learning algorithms is able to
achieve higher results than a fine-tuned GoogleNet model in detecting food images in Food-11.
These results illustrate the convenience of using deep learning with machine learning classifiers
through deep feature extraction as the user does not need to use a powerful GPU to quickly train
an effective image classification model. Many deep learning pack- ages such as Tensorflow and
MatConvNet give users the ability to fine-tune CNNs using CPU, however it has been stated that
using a GPU can be around 8 times faster than using a CPU in training a CNN [40].

Method
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Table 16: Results comparison of classifying Food-11 with our Food/Non-Food classification models. * denotes
accuracy improvement.
Number of Food
Images Detected

Accuracy

16,127

96.9%

ResNet-152 + ANN

16,208

97.39%*

ResNet-152 + ANN

16,176

97.19%*
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GoogleNet (fine-tuned)
[13]

16,171

97.16%*

ResNet-152 + SVM-Poly

15,646

94.00%
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ResNet-152 + SVM-RBF
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Food-5K AUC results achieved in this work were close to 1 in validation and evaluation image
sets using ANN and RF with both ResNet-152 features and GoogleNet features. However, the
validation and evaluation test sets are small in comparison to other popular food image datasets
with only 500 in each class for each dataset and therefore more research is needed in classifying
a wider range of food images types and image quality. Food-5K training dataset, which was used
to train food/non-food models, is also comparatively small with 2500 images in each class and
contains limited food image types, therefore further re- search would need to be completed in
training machine learning classifiers with a diverse food image training dataset. Further
evaluation was completed using the food/non-food trained models that achieved highest
accuracies with Food- 5K to classify a new image dataset that combines food images in UNICTFD889 and non-food images Caltech-101, called UNICT-Caltech, which is larger than the
validation and evaluation sets provided in Food-5K [52, 53] containing 3583 food images and
9144 non-food images . Results from classifying this dataset are listed in Table 10 and show that
with using Food-5K training dataset to train machine learning classifiers is able to achieve a high
food accuracy using SVM-RBF achieving 97.50%.
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Further experiments focused on using deep features to classify food texture image items under
different illuminations, previous authors of RawFooT DB re- searched the use of using other
popular pretrained CNNs for feature extraction. The experiments presented in this work utilised
deep residual network features and GoogleNet features to classify food images in different
lighting settings. Other research that used RawFooT-DB [20] divided the food image classes into
illuminant categories. In this work, we evaluated the performance of ResNet-152 features in
classifying food texture images across a range of different lighting conditions. Results from
using ResNet-152 to train an ANN achieved 99.28% accuracy and and a ROC value of 0.99 and
the same features with SVM-RBF achieved 99.10%. More importantly, the use of deep features
with supervised machine learning algorithms, from both ResNet-152 and GoogLeNet, are able to
generalise between food texture types with great efficiency under different illuminations. Results
from RawFooT-DB echos results in early experiments in that ResNet-152 features marginally
outperform GoogleNet features even in de- termining food classes across a number of
illuminations. Figure 12 highlights the performance of classifying each texture class in
RawFooT-DB using GoogleNet features with ANN, and similar decreases in F-measures are
present when com- pared to ResNet-152 ANN and SVM-RBF in Figure 10 and 11. GoogleNet
features also experienced misclassifications with white peas and chick peas, and with several
meat textures (salami and hamburger).
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Results show that most experiments with RawFooT-DB using both feature types achieved over
90% accuracy (apart from GoogleNet features with Gaussian Naive Bayes, which achieved
78.42%), however ResNet-152 pretrained CNN features achieves higher accuracy across all
machine learning algorithms. This may be due to the increased depth of ResNet-152 CNN in
comparison to GoogLeNet CNN and therefore rich detailed features may be extracted from
layers deep in ResNet architecture. Pretrained CNN models used in this work were supplied by
MatConvNet and experiments in [58] show that ImageNet ILSVRC trained ResNet-152 model
outperformed ImageNet ILSVRC trained GoogLeNet Inception model when validating both
using ImageNet ILSVRC 2012 validation data using MatConvNet package [58].
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There were also several misclassifications between similar food groups with RawFooT-DB. It is
worth noting that these food textures that were misclassified are very alike in texture and shape
(chickpeas and white peas) and the images used for testing and training are focused on the food
texture without the overall food item shape and size as shown in Figure 8 and 9. The use of a
texture based classification model trained using deep features may also be very efficient
combined with a semi-automation approach to food logging. Future work could enable the user
to utilise a polygonal tool to draw around the food item and then a food texture based classifier
can you used to predict the food item thus removing much of the complexity and noise of other
food and non-food items in the food image. It is clear from the experiments that using pretrained
ResNet CNN for deep feature extraction is able to produce feature descriptors that generalise
accurately between food texture classes with low in-between variance.
It was revealed that ResNet-152 features continually achieved higher classification accuracy
results when compared to GoogleNet therefore ResNet-152 deep features were used to classify
Food-101 dataset. The images in Food-101 were not developed in a controlled environment but
collated using a social media website (Foodspotting), which were uploaded by users and taken in
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real world environments (restaurants, at home, cafes, etc.).The images are also taken under
illuminations and the dataset contains image quality of the images vary greatly and no bounding
box information is provided to help determine where the food items are located in the image.
Food-101 contains 101,000 images and 1,000 for each food class, and because of the size of this
dataset, we partitioned dataset in training and validation using 75:25 ratio, 75% used for training
and 25% used for testing and used a random state of ’1’ with scikit-learn library. The highest
accuracy achieved using ResNet-152 deep features extracted from Food-101 was 64.98% using
an SVM with RBF kernel using ResNet-152 features. The full breakdown of results using
ResNet-152 to classify Food-101 are located in Table 14. The features extracted from layers
deep in CNN architecture pro- vide efficient representations that can be used to classify even the
most difficult food image datasets such as Food-101. The quality of food images present in
Food-101, in regards to food variation and noise i.e. other non-food items, and unrelated food
items, may be a factor in the decrease in accuracy. Comparing the results of Food-101 (101
classes) with RawFooT-DB texture dataset (67 classes) suggest that the class size may not a
major determining factor in the decrease in accuracy but the quality of the images used in regards
to being truly representative of the class. Results achieved in this work in classifying RawFooTDB is comparable with results achieved in [20] albeit the authors created small subsets for each
lighting condition, while work presented in this paper extracted features from each food class
that contains a variety of lighting conditions.
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For further comparison, Table 17 lists results achieved in this work with other research that used
related deep feature extraction in classifying food image datasets. It is clear from Table 17 and
the literature that ResNet-152 deep features echo results achieved with other datasets and other
deep feature types [45]. ResNet-152 deep features are able to achieve high classification
accuracy in both fine grained datasets such as RawFooT-DB and binary decision datasets e.g.
Food/NonFood, however there is a decrease in accuracy when food image datasets with high
food variance and noise is present in images as seen in Food- 101. A semi-automated approach
or segmentation approach could be applied to CNN deep feature classification that allows the
user to draw around a food image before classification to remove noise, further analysis is
needed to evaluate this approach and to measure improvement in accuracy.
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Table 17: Summary of research using deep feature extraction and fine-tuning methods to classify various food
image datasets. Bold denotes results achieved in this work. * denotes highest accuracy achieved for Food-5K,
Food-11, and RawFooT-DB.

Extraction
Model

Accuracy

Food Classes

Food Dataset

VGG-S [41]
NIN
AlexNet

92.47%
90.82%
84.95%

2 (Food/Non-Food)
2 (Food/Non-Food)
2 (Food/Non-Food)

RagusaDB

GoogleNet [42]

94.67%
99.01%

2 (Food/Non-Food)
2 (Food/Non-Food)

Based on RagusaDB
FCD
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95.1%

2 (Food/Non-Food)

IFD

GoogleNet [13]

99.2%*

2 (Food/Non-Food)

83.6%

11

Food-5K (Evaluation
dataset)
Food-11 (Evaluation
dataset)

AlexNet [15]

94.01%
70.13%

7 (Food groups)
61

AlexNet [45]
AlexNet [45]
AlexNet [45]
AlexNet [45]

57.87%
70.41%
78.77%
67.57%

100
101
100
256

VGG-19 [46]
Overfeat-Fast [46]

40.21%
33.91%

101
101

VGG-16 [57]
VGG-19 [57]

98.21%
97.69%

ResNet-152 + ANN

98.8%

ResNet-152+ ANN

99.4%

ResNet-152 + ANN

91.34%*

ResNet-152 + ANN

99.28%*

68

ResNet-152 + SVMRBF

64.98%

101

PFID
PFID

UEC-FOOD100
Food-101
UEC-FOOD100
UEC-FOOD256
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NIN [47]

ETHZ-Food-101

68
68

RawFooT-DB
RawFooT-DB

2 (Food/Non-Food)

Food-5K (Evaluation
dataset)
Food-5K (Validation
dataset)
Food-11 (Evaluation
dataset)
RawFooT-DB (testing
dataset)
Food-101

2 (Food/Non-Food)
11
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Using CNN deep features to classify food images datasets exceed the performance compared to
other conventional feature selection methods and has been well documented [45,49,51]. Hand
crafted feature selection methods such as SURF, or colour can encounter difficulties when
classifying fine-grained classification of food categories as some public food image datasets
contain small in-between class differences amongst large number of classes (e.g. Food-101). It
has been stated in [51] that deep CNN features should be the first initial method for visual
classification tasks due to their high performance in generalising to other datasets as CNNs are
trained to be able to learn rich representations from a large number of images. CNNs able to
determine complex filters to combine them with other patterns for greater detail. CNNs are able
to produce internal image feature representation, which is advantageous when compared to hand
crafted feature types such as SIFT, SURF or HOG. In this work, ResNet-152 features are able
discriminate effectively between food and non-classes and in classifying high level food groups
(Food-11), when compared to other works in [13]. It is clear that using ResNet-152 pretrained
model is able to capture relevant image features to enhance the generalisation between finegrained objects as demonstrated in classifying RawFooT DB in table . ResNet-152 contains 152
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layers that combine multiple convolutional and pooling layers to filter important image features
and the use of residual connections to train the network produce accurate features which can be
highlighted for effective generalisation across other datasets.
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It is clear that using CNN features can enhance the accuracy of food image classification when
compared to traditional feature extraction methods and this has been observed in other works, for
example in [17] SURF and LAB colour features, and Random Forests were used to classify
Food-101 dataset and achieved 50.76% accuracy. In [45] an AlexNet model was fine-tuned using
food image categories and deep feature extraction was performed after to classify Food-101, and
authors achieved 70.41%, which is a significant increase when compared to results achieved in
[17]. As well as deep feature extraction, fine-tuning was also used to classify Food-101 and
authors in [48] achieved top-1 accuracy of 77.4% after 250,000 iterations in training a CNN
architecture called ’DeepFood’, which is a significant accuracy increase in comparison to [17].
In [49] fine-tuning was also used to classify Food-101 dataset was also used to fine-tune
Inception V3 architecture and achieved a top-1 accuracy of 88.28%. Research in [45] also
achieved a top-1 accuracy of 65.32% using HOG features, colour values with fisher vectors in
classifying UEC-FOOD100, however CNN based features extracted from a modified AlexNet
model with a linear SVM achieved an in- creased accuracy of 78.77%. For UEC-FOOD256
dataset, work presented in [50] achieved a top 1 accuracy of 50.1% using HOG features and
colour features with Fisher Vector representations and the same authors in later research [45]
utilise deep CNN features extracted from a modified AlexNet and achieved a top 1 accuracy of
67.57% in also classifying UEC-FOOD256 dataset. For RawFooT-DB food texture dataset
experiments were completed in classifying food textures under various lighting conditions,
authors compared traditional feature extraction techniques with CNN based features, and results
show that OCLBP and Gabor features achieved 95.9% and 96.2% accuracy respectively with
deep CNN features achieving 98.2% accuracy [20]. From the literature it is clear that using CNN
deep feature extraction and fine-tuning can achieve superior results in regards to food image
classification.
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7. Limitations & Future Work
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There are a number of limitations associated with this study which could be addressed in future
works, for example, an expansive dataset could be developed under a controlled environment
that is representative of a broad range of food items. This dataset could be used with the methods
outlined in this work and compared with similar works. This would give a clear indication of the
true performance of using deep feature extraction with machine learning algorithms. Also, a
comprehensive study could be completed by fine-tuning a range of CNNs on food datasets and
comparing performance using the same pre- trained CNN models for deep feature extraction.
Further experiments can also be completed by comparing deep features extracted from different
layers within a CNN architecture to find what layer is more suitable for generalising between
different food classes. In regards to overfitting, particularly for Food-101, future works could
include using 10-fold class validation instead of using a 75:25 train/testing split. This would give
a clearer indication of the performance of using deep features from ResNet-152 and GoogLeNet.
Some of the experiments in this work achieved high accuracies, especially for Food/Non-Food
classification experiments, however it is important to note that the amount of images contained
in Food-5K are relatively small in comparison to other datasets e.g. Food-11 or Food-101.

ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT

Further experiments need to be completed in detecting food/non-food in larger food image
datasets in using off the shelf deep features.
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For RawFoot-DB we used the training and test split provided by authors in [20, 42], however the
authors of RawFooT DB in [20] created subsets of each category, which were based on lighting
condition type. In this work, our aim was to classify food textures across different lighting
conditions, however in future work we would follow the same procedures described in [20] and
use ResNet-152 features for further comparison. Also authors of [17] allocated a testing split that
contained images that contained little noise and representative of each class, however in our
work Food-101 extracted features were shuffled using random seed ’1’ and random state ’1’ to
determine the classification performance of ResNet-152 features when used with images with
high level of noise. In future works, we will further evaluate ResNet-152 features following the
partition procedure described in [17].
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Future work could incorporate hierarchical classification using pretrained CNN features in which
a classifier will be used to determine food and non-food images, another classifier will be
appended that determines major food groups, and finally a further classifier will used after to
determine low level food item. Further experiments with the parameters of machine learning
models could also be changed in order to determine the optimal parameter settings to achieve a
high classification accuracy. The presence of noise in the food image datasets may also affect the
accuracy, in order to mitigate these issues, a semi-automated approach could be adopted by using
a polygonal tool to draw around the food portion and to ultimately segment the food item.
Classification models could then classify the segmented food portion in order to promote
accuracy. Other computer vision segmentation approaches could be researched and combined
with methods described in this work. For future evaluation, we would also in- put random noise
as feature vectors for trained classifiers to determine food classes and analyse the output and
performance. The use of machine learning models using pretrained CNN deep features also have
the potential of being using in mobile health solutions. Much research has been dedicated to
under- standing a person’s diet by determining what major food groups they consume daily [2,5].
This research has showed that this process can be automated using deep features extracted from
residual CNNs for high food classification accuracy. From this research, it is clear that ResNet152 deep features is able to distinguish between high-level food categories such as Food/Nonfood and echoes other related research in this area. In comparison with other works, ResNet- 152
deep features outperforms other CNN deep features such as GoogleNet in distinguishing between
fine-grained food texture classes in RawFooT DB and is comparable with other related works
[20]. ResNet-152 features encountered some difficulty in classifying Food-101 classes, however
this may be due to the images containing noise in the form of high colour intensities and multiple
foods in the same image, however a reasonable accuracy of 64.98% was achieved. In Food-11
food group classification, deep GoogleNet features were able to achieve high accuracy result
when compared to research presented in [13] which used a fine-tuned GoogleNet, which shows
that a combination of conventional ma- chine learning classifiers combined with CNN deep
features have the ability to outperform fine-tuned models.
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Abstract

Obesity is increasing worldwide and can cause many chronic conditions such
as type-2 diabetes, heart disease, sleep apnea, and some cancers. Monitoring dietary intake through food logging is a key method to maintain a healthy lifestyle
to prevent and manage obesity. Computer vision methods have been applied
to food logging to automate image classification for monitoring dietary intake.
In this work we applied pretrained ResNet-152 and GoogleNet convolutional
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neural networks (CNNs) to extract features from food image datasets; Food
5K, Food-11, RawFooT-DB, and Food-101. Deep features were extracted from
CNNs and used to train machine learning classifiers including artificial neural
network(ANN), support vector machine(SVM), Random Forest, fully connected
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Neural Networks, and Naive Bayes. Results show that using ResNet-152 deep
features with SVM with RBF kernel can accurately detect food items with 99.4%
accuracy using Food-5K food image dataset. Trained with ResNet-152 features,
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ANN can achieve 91.34%, 99.28% when applied to Food-11 and RawFooT-DB
food image datasets respectively and SVM with RBF kernel can achieve 64.98%
with Food-101 image dataset. From this research it is clear that using deep
CNN features can be used efficiently for diverse food item image classification.
The work presented in this research shows that pretrained ResNet-152 features
provide sufficient generalisation power when applied to a range of food image
classification tasks.
Keywords: obesity, food logging, deep learning, convolutional neural
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networks, feature extraction

1. Introduction

Obesity is a global concern and is a serious health condition that can cause

diseases such as heart disease, type-2 diabetes, and some cancers [1]. The in-
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crease of obesity has also been reported as a major burden on health care in-

stitutions through direct and indirect costs [56]. One of the major ways that
obesity can be managed is through dietary management methods such as food
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logging and other methods [3]. Food logging is an activity in which the user
document their energy intake to monitor their diet. Other methods may include the use of an exercise log book to document physical activities and the
duration. Previously, users documented their intake using a food diary however
many users now use smartphone applications to document their energy intake.
The increase in smartphone usage has also led to the increase of well-being applications that are able to facilitate food logging. Many of these applications
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incorporate a simple diary entry, and/or connect to an online database/API to
search for nutritional content for each of the users entries. Other novel methods include allowing the user to photograph the food items to determine calorie
values. Using images has the potential to remove much of the complexity from
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traditional food logging to make it convenient for the user to document food
intake to promote dietary management. Many studies have been completed in
researching the use of computer vision methods to classify photographs of food
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to promote food logging [4-6]. This interactive approach to food logging using
the camera within a smart-device may promote the use of food logging which is
an important method to maintain weight loss. The remainder of this paper is
structured as follows: Section 2 presents related work in how this problem has
been tackled in previous research. Section 3 discusses the aim, objectives, and
contributions of this work. Section 4 describes the methods used in this work
and the use of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) for feature extraction.
Experiment results are presented in Section 5 followed by a discussion in Section
2
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6. Section 7 highlights study limitations and areas for future work.

2. Related Work

Food logging is a beneficial method to aid dietary management and recent

novel methods have utilised meal photographs for food logging. A review [41]
was completed to highlight a variety of computer vision methods that have been
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applied in food image recognition to promote dietary management. Key mes-

sages from this review are that there is a need for real food intake monitoring
and one of the main challenges for diet monitoring using wearable sensors is
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practicability when used in a different environments and how automatic dietary
monitoring is important to document nutritional intake habits to prevent conditions.

Food image recognition is a difficult task due to the amount of variation
within food types. Food items in images are usually accompanied with other
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food items as well as other unrelated non-food items. The high variation of
colour, shape, size, and texture in food items means that one method of image
feature extraction and classification may not adapt to other foods and therefore
a feature combination approach may be needed. Conventional ways to classify
images utilise the use of hand-crafted feature extraction, e.g. global or local

EP

feature extraction using Speed-Up-Robust Features (SURF) [38] or local binary
patterns (LBP) [39]. Feature engineering is used to determine what type of
features and parameters are best used to successfully classify certain food types
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and categories and much work has been completed in this area. In [5] a bag-offeatures model was proposed that used a combination of scale invariant feature
transform (SIFT) features along with hue-saturation-value (HSV) colour features and a linear SVM to classify images into 11 categories with 78% accuracy.
Other works also utilise a combination approach using SIFT and SPIN features
and achieve high accuracy in classifying high level food groups (89% accuracy
in classifying sandwiches and 91.7% in classifying chicken) using Pittsburgh

3
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Fast-Food Image Dataset (PFID). However, PFID dataset is an image dataset
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that was developed in a controlled laboratory environment, further works could
be completed in applying this feature combination approach to similar image
categories photographed in real-world environments. Other works use feature

selection methods to determine optimal features [8] for food image classification.

As well as using traditional feature extraction methods, CNN methods have be-
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come increasingly popular for image classification and this can be attributed to

ImageNet Image Large-Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ImageNet ILSVRC)
as it allows users to compete against each other in achieving a classification ac-
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curacy and the winners in recent years have used convolutional neural networks
(CNNs). Great emphasis has been placed on using CNNs for image classification and this is evident in a surge of recent research in this area relating to the
fine-tuning CNN [11], deep feature extraction [12], and also training CNNs from
scratch [11].

2.1. Detecting Food in Images Using CNN

TE
D

CNN has been utilised for food image detection. This problem can be condensed down to a simple binary classification problem (food/non-food). The
purpose of food image detection process is to first determine if food is present
within an image or video. In regards to a food image recognition pipeline,
this would be the first stage in food image recognition framework i.e. de-
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termining if the image contains food or not. In [13] GoogLeNet pretrained
model was fine-tuned using Food-5K dataset. The training process in [13]
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utilised a subset of Food-5K data using 1000 iterations. The learning rate was
changed to of 0.01 and the learning rate policy was polynomial. Results from
[13] achieved 99.2% accuracy in determining food/non-food classes. Other research also utilised CNNs for food detection [14] and used 6-fold cross validation
with different hyper-parameters to determine optimal settings and experiments
achieved 93.8% in food/non-food detection.

4
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2.2. Predicting Food Type in Images Using CNN
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Extensive research has been carried out in utilising CNN for food item recognition. The food item recognition process would take place after the food detection phase in which the actual food item is then predicted within the determined

food image. In [15] CNNs were utilised to extract features from convolutional
layers in order to determine if an image contains a food item and experiments
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achieved 70.13% for 61 class dataset and 94.01% for 7 class datasets, these ex-

periments used AlexNet deep features with a SVM classifier applied to PFID
dataset [15]. In [16] the aim of the work was to compare conventional fea-
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ture extraction methods with CNN extraction methods utilising UEC Food 100
dataset. Results from [16] achieved 72.6% accuracy for top-1 accuracy and 92%
for top-5 accuracy. Also in [14], as well as performing food/non-food experiments, food group classification was performed. A CNN was developed and
was trained using extracted segmented patches of food items [14]. The food
items used in this work were based around 7 food major types. The patches
were then fed into a CNN using 4 convolutional layers with different variations
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of filter sizes and using 5 x 5 kernels to process the patches. Results in [14]
achieved 73.70% accuracy using 6-fold cross validation. These studies confirm
that CNN provide an efficient method for food image recognition to provide for
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accurate food logging to promote dietary management.
2.3. CNN Deep Feature Extraction Methods for Food Detection/Food Item Classification
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Recent research has focused have used deep features extracted from pretrained CNN architectures to train machine learning classifiers for food image
classification. Some research have opted for deep feature extraction opposing to
fine-tuning pretrained CNN or training from scratch because less computational
power and time is needed or small image datasets are used. Well-known CNN
architectures (e.g. AlexNet, VGG-16, GoogleNet) for deep feature extraction
have been developed in classifying images to automate food logging. This section discusses research that use deep feature extraction to detect food in images
5
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and classify food items in images for automated food logging. A comparative
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review was carried out on analysing the performance of a number of pretrained
CNN architectures [43]. This review used VGG-S, Network in Network (NIN),
and AlexNet for deep feature extraction to train food detection models. A
food/non-food image dataset was collated and deep features were extracted
from the models to train machine learning classifiers (one-class SVM classifier

SC

and binary classifier). Results showed that binary SVM classifiers trained with
deep features achieved 84.95% for AlexNet, 92.47% for VGG-S, and Network

In Network model achieving 90.82%. It is worth noting that UNICT-FD889
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dataset used for deep feature extraction in [43] contains minimal noise as the
images are focused on the food item, therefore this may contribute to high accuracy results. Further work could be completed in utilising a larger food image
dataset consisting of images from different environments and also using different
machine learning classifiers for further comparison.

Other research also explored the effect of training machine learning classifiers from different layers in pretrained AlexNet architecture [15]. Authors used

TE
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AlexNet model to extract deep features from various layers deep in the architecture (FC6, FC7, and FC8 layers). The food image dataset used in [15] was
PFID. Two experiments were presented in [15]; classifying high-level food catergories by organising PFID dataset into 7 category dataset and also classifying

EP

individual categories in PFID (61 classes). Results showed that the highest accuracy for the 61 class dataset was 70.13% using deep features extracted from
layer FC6 in AlexNet. For the 7 class dataset, the highest accuracy achieved
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for deep features was 94.01% using layer from FC6. The contribution in [15]
echoes the same findings in [43] suggesting that deep feature extraction provides
high accuracies in classifying small grouped food image datasets (related food
items) as well as datasets with specific different food types. Results also suggest that AlexNet deep features are able to efficiently generalise between high
level food groups and also classify specific food groups with reasonable accuracy.
However, more research needs to be completed in using deep features to classify
food images in real world environments as PFID used in [15] was a laboratory
6
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prepared dataset. As AlexNet is an early CNN architecture with a small amount
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of layers in comparison to more recent models, it was able to achieve reasonable
accuracy in food item classification. AlexNet deep features from FC7 layer were
able to achieve 57.87% using a standard linear SVM classifier classifying UECFOOD100 and 43.98% in classifying UEC-FOOD256 [45]. Fine-tuning AlexNet

on a food image dataset and then performing deep feature extraction improved

SC

the accuracy to 67.57% in classifying UEC-FOOD256.

GoogleNet Inception CNN has also been used for deep feature extraction
for food image classification [44]. Authors fine-tune a pretrained GoogleNet
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model using a food image dataset, and then deep feature extraction was used
on another food image dataset. Experiments were completed in training a SVM
using GoogLeNet deep features, in which the GoogLeNet model was fine-tuned
using a food image dataset. Results showed that using deep features with SVM
with PCA trained using fine-tuned GoogleNet features achieved 95.78% in classifying RagusaDB test set and 98.81% in classifying FCN test dataset which
was an increase in accuracy comparison to other works using same datasets.
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The datasets used in [44] was small and more comparative research is needed
in using a larger dataset of images photographed in different environments and
real-world settings to fully evaluate the proposed approach [44].
In summary, previous research has showed that deep CNN features achieve
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high accuracies in determining food/non-food classification and classifying high
level food groups[15,43,44,45]. It is also clear from the literature that deep CNN
features from various CNN architectures at varying depths can easily distinguish
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between food/non-food and high level food groups. It has been suggested that
deep features extracted from CNN should be an initial option in any visual
recognition tasks [51], however in regards to food image classification, more
work needs completed in exploring the use of next generation CNN architectures to extract deep features to train food classifiers, primarily for specific
food item image classification photographed in real-world environments. This
work compared the performance of using ResNet-152 and GoogleNet CNN deep
features to classify a variety of food image datasets for food logging applications.
7
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Figure 1: Example images of sandwiches from UEC FOOD 256 dataset highlighting noise in

SC

images.

3. Aim & Objectives
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The aim of this work was to investigate the effectiveness of using deep feature extraction methods to classify variety of food image datasets to be used
for dietary assessment. The work described in this paper seeks to answer the
following research questions:

1. How efficient are deep residual network features for detecting foods in
images and classifying food datasets using conventional machine learning
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algorithms?

2. How efficient are extracted GoogleNet deep features in predicting Food/NonFood images and classifying images into high level food groups in compar-

EP

ison to fine-tuned GoogleNet model?
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A series of experiments were completed that used the features extracted from
CNNs and used them as input into conventional machine learning algorithms.
To answer the research questions a number of objectives needed to be completed
to achieve the aim of this work: (a) a number of oublic food image datasets
needed to be selected, (b) several pre-trained CNNs needed to be identified
from the literature for deep feature extraction, (c) supervised machine learning
algorithms needed to be identified to classify the images using the extracted
deep activations; and (d) statistical analysis is then applied to the results to

8
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evaluate the methods used. The next section will discuss in detail the methods
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used in this work.

4. Methodology
4.1. Food Image Datasets

SC

In this work we identified publicly available food image datasets to use for

the experiments to determine efficiency of using pretrained CNNs to extract
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deep features for image classification. The following image datasets were used
in this work (Table 1):
1. Food-5K
2. Food-11
3. RawFooT-DB
4. Food-101
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5. UNICT-FD889

Table 1: Table showing name, number of categories, images per category, as well as how the
image datasets were developed of each food image dataset.

Catergories

EP

Dataset
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Food-5K [13]

2

Images Per

Image

Catergory

Preparation

2500 (training set)

Real world

500 (val & eval sets)

Food-11 [13]

11

Unbalanced

Real world

RawFooT-DB [20]

68

368 each in training/test set

Controlled

Food-101 [17]

101

1000

Real world

9
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4.2. Food-5K
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Food-5K dataset consisted of 2 categories; food and non-food, training is
balanced and contains 2500 images of each category [13]. The dataset also con-

tains a validation and evaluation set and each category contains 500 images each
per dataset. The authors developed this dataset to measure the performance of
using GoogLeNet pretained CNN for classification. Food-5K was developed by
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selecting images from already public available datasets e.g. Food-101 [17], UEC-

FOOD100 [18] and UEC-FOOD256 [19]. The authors described this dataset as
being varied as they selected foods that cover a wide variety of different food
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dishes. The images also contain some noise and multiple food items may be
contained in an image. The non-food images consisted of images that do not
contain food items (objects or humans). Food-5K was used to find out how
ResNet-152 deep features perform in detecting food items in images, which can
be argued is an important first step in food image classifcation for food logging.
The authors developed the non-food image dataset from using other publicly

of People.
4.3. Food-11
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available datasets e.g. Caltech101, Caltech256, Emotion6, and Images of Groups

Food-11 is a dataset that comprises of 11 major food groups [13]. The

EP

11 categories are diary, bread, egg, dessert, meat, fried food, pasta, seafood,
rice, vegetables/fruit, and soup. Food-11 dataset was also created using images
from Food-101, UEC-FOOD-100, and UEC-FOOD-256. The authors of Food-
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11 stated that the images selected cover a wide range of food types in order to
train a strong classifier that had the ability to classify different varieties of foods.
Many of the images contained in Food-11 were taken in real world environments,
therefore the images contain high colour variation and some noise (unrelated
food items) may be present. The developers of this dataset have divided the
dataset into training, validation, and evaluation similar to Food-5K. Food-11
was used to explore the performance of ResNet-152 deep features in categorising
food images using Food-11.
10
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4.4. RawFooT-DB
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RawFooT-DB [20,42] food image dataset was developed to research the use of
computer vision methods to classify food image textures under different lighting

conditions. Each image in RawFooT-DB is unique in regards to the light direction, light intensity, and colour illumination and food image textures are isolated
with no noise or other food items present. The dataset contains 68 classes with

SC

wide variety of food types ranging from fish, meat, fruit, and cereals. RawFooTDB dataset contains tiles from the images in the RawFooT-DB. Each image is
divided into 16 tiles, 8 tiles are for training and the remaining 8 for testing.
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Each class contains 368 images (tiles) which represent 8 tile texture samples
under 46 different lighting conditions. In this research, we explored the use of
ResNet deep feature features to train machine learning classifiers. RawFooT-DB
was used to explore how ResNet-152 deep features perform in generalising food
texture between class variance. Previous research divided RawFooT-DB into
different lighting condition subsets [20, 42], in this work we explored the performance of using ResNet-152 deep features across multiple lighting conditions and
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each food class in RawFooT-DB contains multiple food texture patches across
different lighting conditions.
4.5. Food-101

EP

Food-101 consists of 101 food categories and each category contains 1000
images [17]. The Food-101 dataset have been described as challenging as much
of the images in the dataset contain noise and the images were collated from
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Foodspotting, which is a social media website that allows users to upload food
images. This means that images used are from a real-world setting i.e. restaurant or at home and not in a lab environment. Food-101 allows us to research
how ResNet-152 deep features performs in classifying food items with similar
food dishes in varying real world environments. Authors of Food-101 specify
dedicated training and testing splits with testing splits containing images that
are ’cleaned’ of noise, in this work we also use 75:25 training/testing partitions,
however data was shuffled before partition for preliminary analysis to determine
11
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how ResNet-152 features perform in classifying images with noise and intense
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colour and food variation. Figure 2 illustrates an example of the images in the
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datasets.
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Figure 2: Example of images from 4 food image datasets used in this work.

4.6. Datasets for Further Evaluation of Food/Non-Food Detection Models
Due to the small size of Food-5K, two other datasets have been used to
evaluate our trained food/non-food models; UNICT-FD889, which is a food

EP

image dataset, and Caltech, which is a non-food image dataset. Deep features
were extracted from UNICT-FD889 and Caltech and classified by models that
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achieved the best performance in classifying Food-5K datasets.
UNICT-FD889

UNICT-FD889 (Figure 3) was used to evaluate food/non-food models trained

using Food-5K [53]. UNICT-FD889 contains 889 distinct food dishes to study
food representation and the images are photographed in real world environments
which means that much of the images may contain high food variance, however
the images in UNICT-FD889 contain images that are focused on the food item
with little noise.
12
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Figure 3: Example of images contained in UNICT-FD889 dataset.
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Caltech-101

Caltech-101 dataset (Figure 4) was also used for evaluating food/non-food
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classification models. Caltech-101 contains 101 image categories and each contains between 50-800 images. The categories are non-food based and contain
images relating to animals and objects and each image is around 300x200 pixels

TE
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in size [52].

Figure 4: Example of images contained in Caltech-101 dataset.
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4.7. Overview of Convolutional Neural Networks
The use of pretrained CNNs gives great potential for applying them to a
variety of problem areas. Convolution is used to describe the type of neural
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network as the input image is broken down into smaller overlapping shapes in
order to determine certain patterns in the image. These overlapping segments
are called filters. The patterns detected, by each overlapping shape in the filter,
may consist of a colour contrast or certain interest points such as edges. The
overlapping shapes look for the same pattern on the image. The overlapping
tiles are effectively used as input for a small neural network. This is done for
each tile in the image. Each network in the filter hold the same weights to
determine interest points in each tile. The output of this process is an array
13
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which each section corresponds to the network that describes patterns in each
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tile. A down-sampling process is then triggered after the convolution stage, this
is typically completed using max pooling where the representation divided into
non-overlapping rectangles. Within each region the maximum is retained. This

process can be repeated a number of times to create deeper and more detailed

representations. Fully connected layers are also present with a CNN architecture
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and is connected to activations from the layer previous. The fully connected
layer takes the input from previous layers and uses this for classification using a
soft-max function. Backpropagation is typically used to train the CNN in which
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the forward propagation is used to determine the error and gradient descent is
then used to update the weights and parameters based on this error. This is
repeated in order to train the CNN using a training dataset [21,22].
4.8. Image Preprocessing for Feature Extraction

The pretrained CNNs used in this work were trained specifically with requirements placed on the input images. Therefore, in order to extract deep feature

TE
D

representations of these images using these CNNs, it was important to ensure
that the images meet the same requirements. The first requirement was to ensure that the images were resized to a specific height and width configured in the
image input layer of the pretrained CNN. The images are also normalised and
this is achieved by subtracting the mean of the image. The mean is removed

EP

from the input image and also the image intensities are normalised within a
[0,255] region, as defined in [23].
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4.9. Deep Feature Extraction
In this work we used 2 pretrained CNNs as deep feature extractors. The ad-

vantage of using a pretrained CNN to extract deep image features, as opposed
to training a new CNN, are: (1) less computational power is needed as we are
allowing the CNN to process each image only once to extract deep feature representations; (2) less data is needed in order to achieve high accuracy results
as layers deep in the CNN architecture contain activations that can be used for
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deep feature representations.

CNNs have been trained to specifically determine and highlight key features

in an image and pretrained CNNs allow images to be inserted and layers pro-

duce a response or activation to the image. These ’activations’ or deep features

as they will be called in this work, can be extracted in the form of a feature
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vector [23,24]. The authors that created datasets Food-5K and Food-11 finetuned a GoogLeNet model, therefore for performance comparison, we adopted a
different approach of using GoogLeNet, not for fine-tuning but for deep feature
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extraction and to use these deep features to train machine learning classifiers.
As stated, the 2 CNNs we have chosen achieved high accuracy results when
applied to ILSRVC ImageNet dataset.

Comparing this feature extraction process to training a CNN from scratch,
in which mini-batches of image data are iteratively passed through different
layers (i.e. convolutional and sub-sampling layers) using back-propagation to
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implement stochastic gradient descent to train the network, the method of deep
feature extraction requires less computational power. Deep feature extraction
can also be implemented on a CPU as only one pass is completed through the
training data to extract the deep features. It is also worth noting that a large

EP

amount of time needs to be dedicated to train a CNN from scratch. For many
researchers this is not possible, therefore pretrained CNNs offer a convenient
way to experiment with deep learning algorithms by allowing for deep feature
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extraction, classification, and also transfer learning.

The datasets used in this work are small in comparison to the datasets needed

to train a CNN from scratch such as ILSRVC dataset which contains over 14
million images [59]. Figure 5 describes the pipeline used in this work where by
images are processed to extract deep features to be used for classification.
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4.9.1. Layer Selection
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To extract features from pretrained CNN, a layer needs to be selected for
each model. During the training of CNN models, the output from convolutional

layers and the pooling layers depict high level representations of images. In

this study we extracted deep feature maps immediately after the last pooling

layer of each CNN to determine if these feature representations are able to
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accurately generalise between different food classes in food image dataset. The
layer names used to extract deep features from CNN architecture are used to

distinguish between different layers in the pretrained CNN models. Table 2 lists

extraction.
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the size of each pretrained CNN model and the chosen layer for deep feature

Table 2: Table showing pretrained CNN used as deep feature extractors in this work. The
table lists the name of the CNN, the amount of layers present, the dataset used to train the
CNN, and layer used in this work.

Layers

Trained

Layer

ResNet-152

152

ImageNet ILSVRC

pool5

GoogLeNet

22

ImageNet ILSVRC

cls3 pool
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CNN
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4.10. Pretrained Models using MatConvNet Package
MatConvNet is a popular Matlab library that allows for the training of stateof-the-art CNNs or to apply pretrained CNNs for deep feature extraction to be
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used for image classification [23,24]. In this work, MatConvNet was used to
utilise 2 pretrained CNNs for deep feature extraction both trained on ILSVRC
ImageNet dataset. MatConvNet packages allow for the fine-tuning of pretrained
CNN [24]. In this work ResNet-152 and GoogLeNet were chosen to extract deep
features to train classification models, the reason ResNet-152 was used was that
it has achieved the lowest top-1 error of 23% using ILSVRC 2012 validation
dataset in the MatConvNet package. GoogLeNet is another popular model
available on MatConvNet package and was used for deep feature extraction in
16
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Figure 5: Diagram describing the pipeline of deep feature ex- traction. (1) Food image datasets
are used as input into (2) (pretrained CNN). (3)A layer deep in the architecture is specified
and the image is processed by the CNN and the output (of the specified layer) is a generic
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image feature vector. (4) These generic image feature vectors can be collated to form a feature
dataset and each feature vector generated by the CNN layer is labelled in accordance to the
category from where the image taken from. (5) The generic image feature dataset can then
be used as input to a range of conventional machine learning algorithm.
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this work for performance comparison with the fine-tuned GoogleNet model
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trained in [13].
4.11. ResNet-152 CNN

ResNet-152 is a deep residual pretrained CNN [25]. At the time of development, the authors of this CNN have described it as the deepest network ever
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presented on ImageNet (2015) and is based on utilising extremely deep nets
with a depth of up to 152 layers. A residual learning framework which allows

training of networks easier to converge and promote increased accuracy. The
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main advantages that residual networks contribute is the acceleration of speed
in training networks, the effect of the vanishing gradient problem is reduced, and
increasing the depth of the network which results in less parameters. ResNet152 is made up of residual connections that allow important information to
be transferred between layers. Residual connections allow a gradient to pass
backwards directly through layers without losing vital information, in a regular CNN, the gradient must always pass through an activation layer. This can
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cause the gradient to diminish, to circumvent this problem, connections within
a CNN are appended with a shortcut that allows gradients to pass through thus
decreasing the effects of vanishing gradient (information loss). Experiments using residual connects (ResNet-152) have reported increased accuracy and lower
training times, in comparison to other state of the arts [25]. The authors of
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ResNet-152 compare their work with other established CNNs and state that
this residual deep net is 8x deeper than VGG nets [26]. We used ResNet-152
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pretrained CNN with the image datasets mentioned in this work for feature
extraction. We selected pool5 layer deep in the ResNet-152 architecture and for
each image an extracted a feature vector of 2048 was computed.
4.12. GoogleNet - Inception
GoogLeNet was used for deep feature extraction combined with the same

supervised machine learning models. In [22] a deep convolutional network was
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proposed that is able to achieve state of the art classification and object detec-
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tion accuracy by training the network using ImageNet dataset for Large Scale
Visual Recognition Challenge 2014. The motivation for GoogLeNet was that

larger CNNs may encounter the problem of overfitting as there is a large number

of parameters used in the network. GoogLeNets main contribution is the introduction of Inception modules that utilises the concept of using approximation of
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sparse structure with repeated dense components. Dimensionality reduction is
used in order to ensure computational complexity is kept to a minimum. Multiple convolutional filters are used with different sizes to ensure that there is
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sufficient coverage of information clusters. Before more computational expensive convolutions (3x3, 5x5) a convolutional after the previous layer for data
reduction. The results of GoogLeNet incorporating these inception modules
achieved 6.67% top-5 error percentage in classification performance in ILSVRC
Classification Challenge 2014. In this work, we extracted the deep activations
using the fully connected layer cls3 pool which has a 1024 vector dimension and
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is located after the last pooling layer in GoogLeNet [22].
4.13. Metrics for Performance Measurement

Several metrics were used to assess the performance of the trained models.
The metrics that were selected to assess each model were percentage, recall,
F1 score, Kappa, and Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic curve
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(AUC). The output of each model can be presented using a confusion matrix.
A confusion matrix is a table that is able to summarise the prediction outcome
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of a model by classifying instances as positive (P) instances or negative (N)
instances. Confusion matrix can further provide greater insight into prediction
outcomes by classifying predicted instances as true positives (TP), true negatives
(TN), false positives (FP), and false negatives (FN). Visually, the performance
of a confusion matrix can be quickly assessed by inspecting the diagonal line of
the confusion matrix, the stronger instances that are present in this diagonal
line signifies better performance. The metrics used to assess the experiments
can be derived from the confusion matrix such as recall (sensitivity), Ac, and
19
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F1 score. Recall can be described as metric that describes how many instances
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are classified correctly. The F1 score is a weighted average using precision and
recall and is measured between 0 (worst) and 1 (best). For Food-5K the AUC
values were also computed for each experiment due to being a binary classifier
and Cohen’s kappa was calculated for Food-11, RawFooT-DB, and Food-101.

Cohen’s kappa is a metric that is used to measure the inter-rater agreement
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between two label sets in a classification problem, we use Cohen’s Kappa along
with other metrics to describe experiment results [27].
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4.14. Training, Validation, and Evaluation Data Partitions

To evaluate the performance of our trained models, validation and evaluation
datasets were extracted and used from Food-5K, and Food-11. For RawFooTDB, an evaluation dataset was used supplied by the authors [20]. For Food-5K,
Food-11, and RawFooT-DB, the authors already partitioned the datasets into
evaluation and validation sets (Table 3) and in this work we used the same data
splits to train and test our models. For Food-101, we split the data into 75:25
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for training and testing. Authors of Food-101 provide training and testing splits
with testing images cleaned of noise, however in this work we randomly shuffled
images for training and testing partitions to test how ResNet-152 performs in
classifying food images with noise and high food variance. This would give an
indication of how deep features would perform in classifying difficult datasets
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such as Food-101. Table 3 is a summary of the data partitions used in this work
for each food image dataset and the names for each partition follows the author’s
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naming convention. Several metrics were computed during the experiment stage
e.g. kappa statistic, F1 score, recall, average ROC, and accuracy to measure
the performance of each trained model. Food-5K and Food-11 datasets each
contained training, validation, and evaluation images. Training images were
used for feature extraction to train machine learning classifiers. Validation images were used to determine if hyper-parameters used yield adequate results and
evaluation dataset was to fully evaluate overall trained model. For RawFooTDB, authors developed training and testing datasets by taking each image and
20
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dividing it into 16 tiles, 8 tiles are for training and the remaining 8 for testing.
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Each class contains 368 images (tiles) which represent 8 tile texture samples
under 46 different lighting conditions. The testing dataset was used to verify

if the trained model able to generalise between food texture classes. Food-101

dataset was randomly partitioned; 75% for training and 25% for testing. Testing partition was used to verify trained Food-101 classifiers. UNICT-FD889
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and Caltech-101 testing datasets were used to further evaluate food/non-food
classification models.

splits supplied by dataset authors.
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Table 3: Table showing testing methods used for each food image dataset. * denotes dataset

Dataset

Dataset Partition

Food-5K

Training, validation & evaluation*

Food-11

Training, validation & evaluation*
Training & testing*
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RawFooT-DB
Food-101

75:25 training & testing
Testing

Caltech-101

Testing

EP

UNICT-FD889

4.15. UNICT-FD889 & Caltech-101 Food/ Non-Food Dataset
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As well as using the validation and evaluation datasets supplied with Food5K, further evaluation was completed with UNICT-FD889 dataset and Caltech101 dataset in detecting food images. UNICT-FD889 is a food dataset containing images from a range of food types and Caltech-101 is a non-food image
dataset, UNICT-Caltech. These 2 datasets were combined to create a new
food/non-food dataset called UNICT-FD889 to evaluate our food detection
models. Deep features were extracted from the new food/non-food dataset.
Further evaluation was completed because Food-5K evaluation and validation
21
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datasets are small with only 500 images in each category for each dataset. Using
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another larger dataset for evaluation can give a stronger performance indication
of our models in classifying a large variety of food and non-food images.
4.16. Platform

In order to train the machine learning algorithms, Weka 3.8.1 [28] platform
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was used. Weka is a software application that contains various machine learning

algorithms written in Java and the application was developed at University of
Waikato, New Zealand. The application can be used for different tasks such as
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clustering, classification, visualisation, feature selection, and preprocessing and
is very popular within universities for its ease of use. It is also popular because
of the amount of algorithms available. The main reason that Weka 3.8.1 was
used in this work was the detailed evaluation results output computed, which are
collated into a window after evaluation has finished. Another major advantage
of using Weka is the evaluation process in that a range of detailed metrics are
computed for each class to describe the performance of the model. A confusion
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matrix can be computed to determine the performance of individual classes for
the trained model using K-fold class validation or a dedicated validation dataset.
The amount of machine learning algorithms that are available is a factor in using
Weka as well the easy to use graphical user interface (GUI). In this work, Weka
3.8.1 was used with the extracted features from image datasets for classification,
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analysis, and evaluation [28].
4.16.1. WekaPython Plugin & Scikit-Learn
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WekaPython plugin was used with Weka 3.8.1 that allows the training of

scikit-learn [29,55] machine learning classifiers. The wekaPython package relies
on Python version 2.7 or higher being installed on the user’s system and uses a
range of Python packages to function correctly such as pandas, numpy, scikitlearn, and matplotlib. In this work, the wekaPython was used to train and
evaluate the deep features extracted from the pretrained CNNs. Weka was
used to train an ANN for experiments with Food-101. Due to its flexibility for
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working with larger datasets, Python v2.7.10 with scikit-learn library was also
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used to train the other machine learning classifiers for the Food-101 dataset [30].
The following machine learning algorithms were used in this work [29,54]:
1. Gaussian Naive Bayes (wekaPython scikit-learn)

2. Support Vector Machines (SVM) (wekaPython scikit-learn)
3. Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
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4. Random Forest Classifier (wekaPython scikit-learn)
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For Food-101 food image dataset, datasets were manually split 75:25 and the
follow parameters were used to split and shuffle the dataset to train and test
each machine learning classifier;

1. Gaussian Naive Bayes - random state 1

2. Support Vector Machines - random state 1
3. Artificial Neural Network - random seed 1
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4. Random Forest Classifier - random state 1
4.16.2. Naive Bayes

Naive Bayes is a popular machine learning algorithms known for their efficiency and minimal processing. They can be described as a set of simple
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probabilistic classifiers derived from Bayes Theorem. The term naive is used
to describe the algorithm because it assumes that attributes are independent
of the associated class. Bayes rule is enforced to compute the probability of a
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class based upon the values in the vector. Bayes rule of conditional probability
states that if you have a hypothesis H and the evidence (feature attributes) is
connected to that hypothesis [31]. Naive Bayes assumes independence and the
algorithm works efficiently and can outperform the most sophisticated machine
learning algorithms on certain datasets. Naive Bayes can be described as a
simplistic approach to using learning probabilistic knowledge for classification.
However, the present of redundant data can affect the performance and the
introduction dependent attributes also diminish the performance of classifier.
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In this work, a Gaussian naive bayes classifier was trained using the extracted
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CNN deep features. A Gaussian naive bayes classifier is used when continuous
values are present by assuming a normal distribution in the dataset as the mean
and standard deviation is computed for each class.
4.16.3. Support Vector Machines (SVM)

SVMs are able to implement the use of non-linear boundaries by using ker-

SC

nels (e.g. RBF, Polynomial) to transform feature representation into a higher
dimensional space to predict multiple classes. In classification problems, the use
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of SVM have performed well in generalising on a variety of classification problems such as food classification, face detection, and object detection [32,33]. In
some problems the training data in a problem may become inseparable meaning
that there is not a clear boundary definition, SVMs are able to enforce nonlinear
boundaries in transformed feature spaces [35]. In regards to a linear SVM, a
linear hyperplane is computed and considered optimal if a line is at a furthest
distance from class data points (largest minimum distance) [35]. However, in
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some instances the training data may not be linearly separable, therefore SVM
employ the use of kernels to determine optimal hyperplanes. Kernels can be
used in order to fit linear models in a non-linear setting, mapping is used to
transform how the features are represented into a higher dimensional space. In
this work, we train 2 C-SVM models using Polynomial kernel and Radial Basis

EP

Function (RBF). C-SVM uses a C regularisation parameter that implements a
weight penalty for misclassifications to improve the accuracy of the model.
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4.16.4. Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
An ANN or feed-forward neural network was also used in this work and

ANN can comprise of a number of layers. Each layer contains a number of
nodes that are called neurons. The basic ANN architecture is made of three
layers; input layer, hidden layer, and output layer and because of the amount
of rich information/features that can be learned using a ANN, it can be applied
to problems that are of an non-linear nature. The basic function of a ANN is
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the ability to map features data into a set of outputs. Each neuron computes
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its input by using a weight that represents the strength between nodes. An
activation function is then applied, there are a number of activation functions

that are available i.e. sigmoid function, linear, or gaussian. Once the activation

function is applied, a single value is returned. Back propagation is used to train
the ANN, the predicted output is compared to the expected output which is

SC

reflected in the cost function and the weights are altered. ANN training can

be customised to suit the nature of the input dataset and problem, parameters
such as training time (epochs), learning rate, and momentum can be configured.
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In this work, ANNs were trained for each dataset using a Weka plug-in [30] with
the following parameters listed in Table 4. The learning rate was set to adaptive
unless otherwise stated in the experiments. The adaptive learning rate function
uses a number of base learning rates on the training data to determine the most
suitable by comparing the cost function of each. The Weka plugin uses dropout
regularisation to prevent overfitting and Rectified Linear Units as the activation
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functions [30,36].

Table 4: Hyper-parameters used for each ANN.

ANN

EP

Number of iterations
Num of layers

AC
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Neurons per layer
Learning rate

Learning momentum
Weight penalty

Parameters
1000 (max)
1
100
Adaptive*
0.2
0.00000001 (default)

Hidden Layers drop out rate

0.5

Input layer drop out rate

0.2

Activation function

ReLu

Convergence threshold

0.2

Batch

100
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4.16.5. Random Forest
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Random Forests (RF) was developed by Leo Brieman and Adele Culter [37]
and is a classification algorithm that utilises a number of decision trees using
feature subsamples and bootstrapped examples. The purpose of RF was to

be easy to use by offering little preprocessing requirements and using a voting
system for final classification using a collection of decision trees. This method

SC

is directly related to the bagging technique as the goal of the bagging technique

is to develop a model with low variance and to average noise in the dataset.
RF is able to take subsets of the input data comprised of random values with

created, as depicted in (1).

D=
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each instance labelled with its class. For each subset created a decision tree is

" i a1

i b1

i c1

c1 #

i a2

i b2

i c2

c2

i a3

i b3

i c3

c3
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D1 = ia1 ib1 ic1 c1


D2 = ia2 ib2 ic2 c2


D3 = ia3 ib3 ic3 c3

(1)

(2)
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In (2), each decision tree D is trained using the subset training data and a
classification for each instance is calculated. A majority voting rule is then used
to decide on the final classification of the instance. Random Forest algorithm
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is efficient in that it is able to analyse large databases and is able to estimate
missing data to help maintain accuracy [37]. In this work a scikit-learn Random
Forest classifier was used with wekaPython and Table 5 lists the parameters used
for this model.
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Table 5: Table showing hyper-parameters used for Weka Random Forest classifier. Hyper-

Random Forest
Criterion
Number of estimators

Parameters
entropy
50
none
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Random State
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parameters used for this classifier are default.

Depth of tree

None

2

Minimum number of samples for leaf node

1

M
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Minimum number of samples split

Number of features for best split

auto

Bootstrap

True

Max leaf nodes

None

Random State Instance

None

Max depth

None
1

TE
D

Minimum num of leaf samples

5. Experimental Results

5.1. Food /Non-Food Classification Results

EP

5.1.1. Food-5K

This section lists the results of our experiments using the food image datasets.
Tables 6 and 8 list the detailed results of Food-5K. Accuracy, recall, F1 score,
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C

and ROC values were used to measure the performance of each the classification models for both validation and evaluation datasets. Initial results show that
deep features combined with machine learning classifiers achieved high accuracy
results when distinguishing between food and non-food images. The use of SVM
with RBF kernel achieved the highest accuracy with 99.4% using ResNet-152
for deep feature extraction with validation dataset and 98.8% with evaluation
dataset. Table 7 and 9 also lists the confusion matrices of using SVM-RBF
with ResNet-152 to detect food images in validation dataset and ANN with
27
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ResNet-152 features to detect food images in evaluation dataset. GoogLeNet
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deep features achieved marginally lower accuracy results, however for the evaluation dataset, GoogLeNet deep features with ANN achieved the same accuracy
result as SVM-RBF and Random Forests classifier with ResNet-152 features

with 98.8%. In regards to using SVM classifiers in Food-5K, the use of the RBF
kernel achieved marginally higher accuracies compared to the polynomial kernel

SC

and Gaussian naive bayes achieving the lowest accuracy results in both testing
datasets with both deep feature types.

Table 6: Classification results using ResNet-152 and GoogLeNet to extract deep activations

highest accuracy result.

M
AN
U

(extracted from Food-5K) with supervised learning algorithms. Figures in bold represent

Food-5K - Validation
ResNet-152 - pool5
Model
Acc (%)

Recall

F1

ROC

Acc (%)

Recall

F1

ROC

98.7

0.99

0.99

0.99

97.5

0.98

0.98

0.99

SVM (Poly)
ANN

99.4

0.99

0.99

0.99

98.5

0.99

0.99

0.99

99

0.99

0.99

0.99

98.5

0.99

0.99

0.99

99.2

0.99

0.99

1

99

0.99

0.99

0.99

98.9

0.99

0.99

1

98.6

0.99

0.99

0.99
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RF
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NB
SVM (RBF)

GoogLeNet - cls3 pool
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Table 7: Confusion matrix showing results of highest accuracy results achieved using ResNet-
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152 features classifying validation dataset of Food-5K using a SVM with RBF kernel.

Confusion Matrix using SVM-RBF with ResNet-152 Validation
Dataset Features
Predicted Labels
Non-Food

498

2

Food
True

4

496

AC
C

EP
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D

M
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U

Non-Food

SC

Food
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Table 8: Classification results using ResNet-152 and GoogLeNet to extract deep activations

Food-5K - Evaluation
ResNet-152 - pool5
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(extracted from Food-5K) with supervised learning classifiers using evaluation dataset.

GoogLeNet - cls3 pool

Model
Recall

F1

ROC

Acc (%)

Recall

F1

ROC

NB

97.3

0.97

0.97

0.98

96

0.96

0.96

0.98

SVM (RBF)

98.8

0.99

0.99

0.99

98.3

0.98

0.98

0.98

SVM (Poly)

98.3

0.98

0.98

0.98

98.2

0.98

0.98

0.99

ANN

98.8

0.99

RF

98.8

0.99

M
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U

SC

Acc (%)

0.99

0.99

98.8

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.99

98.5

0.99

0.99

0.99

Table 9: Confusion matrix showing results of highest accuracy results achieved using ResNet152 features classifying evaluation dataset of Food-5K using ANN.
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Confusion Matrix using ANN with ResNet-152 Evaluation Dataset
Features

Food

Predicted Labels

Food

Non-Food

493

7

5

495

Non-Food
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To further test our models, experiments were conducted that tested food/non-

food trained models on the Food-11 dataset as what was completed in [13] for
more detailed comparison. Food-11 dataset contains 16,643 images and they
are all classed as food images, GoogleNet and ResNet-152 deep features were
used to extract deep features from Food-11 and used with SVM-RBF and ANN
models to classify them to detect food in the images. Table 10 is a breakdown
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of the results using our methods to classify Food-11 dataset.

models..

Method
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Table 10: Results comparison of classifying Food-11 with our Food/Non-Food classification

Num of Food

Accuracy

Images Detected
16, 208

ResNet-152 + SVM-RBF (Food-11)

97.39%

16,176

97.19%

16,171

97.16%

M
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U

GoogleNet + ANN (Food-11)

SC

ResNet-152 + ANN (Food-11)

GoogleNet + SVM-RBF (Food-11)

15,646

94.01%

ResNet-152+ SVM-RBF (UNICT-Caltech)

12,409

97.50%

ResNet-152+ ANN (UNICT-Caltech)

12,283

96.51%

5.1.2. UNICT-FD889 & Caltech

TE
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Table 10 list the results of using SVM-RBF and ANN trained with Food5K training ResNet-152 deep features for classifying UNICT-Caltech, which
combines images in UNICT-FD889 and Caltech-101 to make a food/non-food
dataset. UNICT-Caltech dataset is a larger dataset and using this dataset with

EP

our trained models allows us to get a better indication how ResNet-152 features
perform in detecting food in images.
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5.2. Food Item Classification Results
5.2.1. Food-11

Results show that using ResNet-152 and GoogleNet deep features are able

to achieve high accuracies when classifying across major food groups. Results
are presented in Tables 11 and 12. The maximum accuracy achieved was using
ANN for both ResNet-152 and GoogleNet features achieving 91.34% and 86.44%
respectively with evaluation dataset. For ResNet-152 features an F-measure of
0.91 was achieved and 0.86 with GoogleNet features using ANN. For the ANN
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trained using ResNet-152 features, the base learning rate was set to auto-detect
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which allows the ANN Weka plugin to initially test various learning rates to
determine the lowest cost function. Initial tests revealed that 1.0 learning rate

achieved the lowest cost function and the ANN used that to learning rate to

initially begin the training. The learning rate decreased over the course of the
training if the network cost function didn’t improve after 10 mini-batch itera-
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tions. The network converged after 204 iterations ending with a learning rate

of 0.01. Further analysis revealed the SVM models trained with RBF and Polynomial kernel using ResNet-152 features achieved 89.99% and 88.86% accuracy

M
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respectively and 85.36% and 86.05% using GoogleNet features using evaluation
dataset. Figure 6 shows the confusion matrix of using an ANN trained with
ResNet-152 features to classify the evaluation dataset. Figure 7 is an example
of different types of food categories that were misclassified as shown in the confusion matrix in Figure 6.

Table 11: Classification results using ResNet-152 and GoogLeNet to extract deep features

TE
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(extracted from Food-11) with supervised learning classifiers.

Food-11 - Validation Dataset

ResNet-152 - pool5

Model

GoogLeNet - cls3 pool

Recall

F1

Kappa

Acc (%)

Recall

F1

Kappa

GNB

73.03

0.73

0.73

0.70

67.49

0.68

0.68

0.64

SVM (RBF)

88.11

0.88

0.88

0.87

82.36

0.82

0.82

0.80
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Acc (%)

SVM (Poly)

86.65

0.87

0.87

0.85

83.70

0.84

0.84

0.82

ANN

89.18

0.89

0.89

0.88

84.11

0.84

0.84

0.82

RF

78.43

0.78

0.78

0.76

75.48

0.76

0.75

0.72
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Table 12: Classification results using ResNet-152 and GoogLeNet to extract deep features
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(extracted from Food-11) with supervised learning algorithms.

Food-11 - Evaluation Dataset
ResNet-152 - pool5

GoogLeNet - cls3 pool

Model
Recall

F1

Kappa

Acc (%)

Recall

F1

Kappa

GNB

75.38

0.75

0.76

0.72

69.73

0.70

0.70

0.66

SVM (RBF)

89.99

0.90

0.90

0.89

85.36

0.85

0.85

0.84

SVM (Poly)

88.86

0.89

0.89

0.87

86.05

0.86

0.86

0.84

ANN

91.34

0.91

RF

80.40

0.80
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Acc (%)

0.91

0.90

86.44

0.86

0.86

0.85

0.80

0.78

78.24

0.78

0.78

0.75

Results Comparison of classifying Food-11 using ANN trained with
ResNet-152 features.
Classified as:

dairy

dessert

egg

fried

fruit/veg

meats

pasta

rice

seafood

soup
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0

0
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0

0
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0
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0
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1

0

0

0

1

0
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0
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Figure 6: Confusion matrix of Food-11 classes using ANN model trained using ResNet-152
features.
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Figure 7: Example of Food-11 classes which are misclassified based on confusion matrix gen-

terisitics that could lead to misclassifications.

5.2.2. RawFooT-DB Classification Results

SC

erated from ANN model trained using ResNet-152 features. Images highlight shared charac-
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Results listed in Table 13 reveal ResNet-152 features trained with SVM and
RBF kernel achieved an accuracy of 99.10% and our ANN also with ResNet152 99.28% in classifying RawFooT-DB. The results show that deep features
efficiently classify isolated texture images across various lighting conditions and
further investigation analysing the confusion matrix generated from SVM-RBF
model shows that there were a number of classes that experienced misclassi-
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fications. For example, several instances were wrongly classified as chickpeas
instead of white peas. Investigating the images from both categories, it was
clear that there are similarities between shape, colour, and texture as shown
in figure 8 and 9. When also investigating the ANN confusion matrix, several
white pea instances were also classed as chickpeas and there were also several

EP

mango instances classed as apple slice. Figure 9 is an example of image classes
that were misclassified using an ANN, chicken breast and milk chocolate. These
images showed similar characteristics in colour and texture, similarly hamburger

AC
C

images were classified as salami and further investigation showed very similar
texture, colour, and patterns however ResNet-152 features still achieved 0.98
F-measure for hamburgers and 0.99 for salami.
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Table 13: Classification results using ResNet-152 and GoogLeNet to extract deep features

accuracy achieved.

RawFoot Dataset - Training/Testing Split
ResNet-152 - pool5

RI
PT

(extracted from RawFoot dataset) with supervised learning classifiers. * denotes highest

GoogLeNet - cls3 pool

Model
Recall

F1

Kappa

Acc (%)

Recall

F1

GNB

82.02

0.82

0.83

0.82

78.42

0.78

0.79

0.78

SVM-RBF

99.10

0.99

0.99

0.99

96.63

0.97

0.97

0.97

SVM-Poly

98.21

0.98

0.98

0.98

96.74

0.97

0.97

0.97

ANN

99.28*

0.99

0.99

0.99

97.04

0.97

0.97

0.97

RF

98.13

0.98

0.98

0.98

94.03

0.94

0.94

0.94

Kappa
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Figure 8: Example of RawFooT-DB classes which are misclassified based on confusion matrix
generated from SVM-RBF model trained using ResNet-152 features. Images highlight shared
characterisitics that could lead to misclassifications.

.
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Figure 9: Example of RawFooT-DB classes which are misclassified based on confusion matrix

SC

generated from ANN model trained using ResNet-152 features.

For further analysis using RawFooT-DB with ResNet-152 and GoogleNet
features, we reordered the food types into 7 groups, vegetables, rice/grains/wheat/seeds,

M
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fruits, sweets, breads, meat/fish, and miscellaneous (e.g. coffee, powders, sugar).
Figure 10 and 11 show the F-measure of the food texture types rearranged into
food groups for ANN and SVM-RBF models. It is clear the from Figure 10 and
11 that there is a decrease in accuracy in ‘meat/ fish’ group. This is evident in
Figure 9 as chicken breast can share similar characteristics with other textures
such as ’milk chocolate’. Figure 10 and 11 also show decrease in accuracy with
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chickpeas and white peas due to sharing texture and shape characteristics and
this is also evident in Figure 12 using GoogleNet deep features with ANN.

0.98

F-Measure

0.97
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0.95
0.94
0.93
0.92
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RawFooT DB F-Measure using ResNet-152 Deep Features with ANN
1

Food Texture Classes

Figure 10: RawFooT-DB F-Measure of reordered classes by major food groups using ResNet152 features with ANN.
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5.2.3. Food-101 Classification Results

From previous experiments using Food-5K and Food-11, and RawFooT-DB,

ResNet-152 deep features achieved the highest accuracies. We used ResNet-152

deep features for classifying Food-101, which can be described as fine-grained

food image dataset that contains similar food items (i.e. different kind of soups,
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RawFooT-DB F-Measure of reordered classes by major food groups using

Figure 12:
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1

RawFooT DB F-Measure using ResNet-152 Deep Features with SVM and RBF Kernel
0.99

Figure 11: RawFooT-DB F-Measure of reordered classes by major food groups using ResNet152 features with SVM with RBF kernel.

RawFooT DB F-Measure using GoogleNet Deep Features with ANN

Food Texture Classes

GoogleNet features with ANN.

meats images taken in a free living environment). Results listed in Table 14 show

that ANN and SVM-RBF along with ResNet-152 features achieved the highest
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accuracy across the experiments for Food-101 achieving 64.98%. To train the
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ANN, Food-101 was partitioned into 75:25, training and testing, with random
seed of ’1’ using Weka 3.8.1 (same ANN plug-in used with other experiments for
Food-5K, Food-11, and RawFooT-DB). To train the ANN, the learning rate was

initially set to 1 with mini-batch gradient descent. For the other classification

models we used used Python 2.7.10 with Scikit v0.19. We used Python v2.7.10
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and scikit-learn instead of Weka 3.8.1 due to the flexibility of using other libraries
and its ease of use when working with larger datasets and also for data analysis.
The parameters for the classifiers remained the same as other experiments with
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Weka as wekaPython contains the same models as scikit-learn. To train the
other classifiers using scikit-learn, Food-101 was also split in 75:25 training and
testing with a random state parameter of ’1’. Table 14 shows the accuracy,
recall, F-Measure, and kappa statistic of using ResNet-152 deep features. The
results are much lower than previous experiments with the highest accuracy
with 64.18% for ANN and 64.97% for SVM-RBF. The kappa statistic was also
generated for ANN and SVM-RBF at 0.64 and 0.65 respectively, which indicates

TE
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substantial agreement.

Table 14: Classification results using ResNet-152 to extract deep activations (extracted from
Food-101 dataset) with supervised learning algorithms. Highest accuracy denoted by *.
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Food-101 Dataset - 75:25 training/evaluation
ResNet-152 - pool5
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Model

Acc

Recall

F1

Kappa

GNB

45.64%

0.46

0.46

0.45

SVM-RBF

64.98%*

0.65

0.65

0.65

SVM-Poly

63.04%

0.63

0.63

0.63

ANN

64.18%

0.64

0.64

0.64

RF

39.33%

0.39

0.38

0.39
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There were a number of misclassifications that occurred across different
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classes in Food-101 experiments. Figure 13 and 14 is an example of typical
food classes that were misclassified. Misclassifications occured with the steak

food class with both the ANN and SVM-RBF. Steak instances were wrongly
classified as pork chop, prime rib, and filet mignon using SVM-RBF and ANN,
similarly several pork chop instances were classified as steak, prime rib, and

SC

foie gras. This may be due to the shared characteristics with shape, texture,
and colour. In regards to the desserts, several items were wrongly classified,
the panna cotta class was wrongly classified as a cheese cake, and chocolate

M
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mousse and the cheese cake class was wrongly classified as a panna cotta, chocolate mousse, chocolate cake, and strawberry shortbread. Further investigation
showed that these classes share similar characteristics such as shape and colour
which may contribute to them being wrongly classified. Beignets were also
wrongly classified as donuts, investigation showed that beignets are very similar
to donuts in terms of appearance, texture, colour, and shape, however SVMRBF trained with ResNet-152 features were still able to achieve an F-measure
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of 0.77 for beignets.

Figure 15 shows the F-measure for each food class in Food-101 for SVM. For
further analysis, we organised the food classes into groups. Images were allo-

EP

cated into groups; (1) breads, pasta, (2) desserts, (3) eggs, (4) fried foods, (5)
meats and fish, (6) mixed foods (foods that contained a mixture of foods) and (7)
vegetables. Foods were organised into different foods to determine if ResNet-152
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features had any inherent advantage for classifying certain food groups. The average F-measure was computed for each group and the vegetable group achieved
the highest with an average F-measure of 0.71 using SVM-RBF model, however
it should be noted that the vegetable category contained a small number of
images in comparison to other groups. In regard to using SVM-RBF model to
classify specific food items, the class the achieved the highest F-measure was
’edamame’ with 0.98, and further investigation showed that edamame images
are very similar as the food item is distinct and there is little variation with
39
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the edamame food type and also they are the same shape and colour. The food
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item that achieved the lowest F-measure was ’steak’ with an F-measure of 0.36.
Steak food class experienced misclassifications with other food types with other
meat classes e.g. pork chop, prime rib, and foie gras due to the similar shape,

colour, and texture. In regards to using ANN model, ’edamame’ also achieved

M
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SC

the highest with 0.97 F-measure and ’steak’ was also the lowest with 0.30.

Apple Pie
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D

Bread pudding

Grilled cheese sandwich
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EP

Club sandwich

Pork chop

Steak

Figure 13: Example of Food-101 classes which were misclassified based on confusion matrix
generated from ANN and SVM-RBF models trained using ResNet-152 features. Food classes
are on the left experience misclassification with the food classes on the right.

.
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chocolate mousse

panna cotta

strawberry shortbread
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chocolate cake
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Figure 14: Example of Food-101 dessert classes which were misclassified based on confusion
matrix generated using both SVM-RBF and ANN models trained with ResNet-152 features.
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F-Measure of Classifying Food-101 Classes using ResNet-152 Features with SVM-RBF
1
0.9

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4

seaweed_salad
greek_salad
edamame
caprese_salad
caesar_salad
beet_salad
takoyaki
tacos
sushi
shrimp_and_grits
risotto
ramen
pho
pad_thai
nachos
miso_soup
hummus
hot_and_sour_soup
gyoza
guacamole
gnocchi
fried_rice
french_onion_soup
falafel
dumplings
clam_chowder
chicken_curry
ceviche
escargots
chicken_quesadilla
tuna_tartare
steak
sashimi
prime_rib
pork_chop
peking_duck
oysters
mussels
lobster_bisque
hot_dog
hamburger
grilled_salmon
fried_calamari
foie_gras
filet_mignon
crab_cakes
chicken_wings
beef_tartare
beef_carpaccio
baby_back_ribs
french_fries
spring_rolls
scallops
samosa
poutine
onion_rings
fish_and_chips
huevos_rancheros
omelette
eggs_benedict
deviled_eggs
waffles
tiramisu
strawberry_shortcake
red_velvet_cake
panna_cotta
macarons
ice_cream
frozen_yogurt
cup_cakes
creme_brulee
churros
chocolate_mousse
chocolate_cake
cheesecake
cheese_plate
carrot_cake
cannoli
bread_pudding
bibimbap
beignets
baklava
apple_pie
spaghetti_carbonara
spaghetti_bolognese
ravioli
paella
macaroni_and_cheese
lasagna
pulled_pork_sandwich
pizza
pancakes
lobster_roll_sandwich
grilled_cheese_sandwich
garlic_bread
french_toast
donuts
croque_madame
club_sandwich
bruschetta
breakfast_burrito
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Food-101 Classes

Figure 15: Food-101 F-Measure of reordered classes by major food groups using ResNet-152
features with SVM with RBF kernel.

6. Discussion

EP

0.3

In this work we used deep features extracted from pretrained CNNs for food
image classification. We compared 2 popular pretrained CNNs, ResNet-152 and
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F-Measure

0.8

GoogLeNet and extracted deep features from layers deep in each CNN architecture to classify Food-5K, Food-11, and RawFooT-DB. For Food-101 we choose to
use ResNet-152 deep features as it consistently achieved higher accuracies across
other image datasets. We extracted a deep feature vector immediately after the
last pooling layer in each architecture for each pretrained CNN for each from
various food image datasets. From these experiments, we found that ResNet152 achieved consistently higher results in Food-5K, Food-11, and RawFoot-DB
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and because of this ResNet-152 features were used with Food-101. Food-101
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is a much more difficult dataset due to the number of classes and variation in
images. Many classes contain low in between class variance as many dishes are
similar as shown in Figure 13, 14, and 16. From the experiments it was clear

that using ResNet-152 is able to achieve high accuracies for Food-5K, Food-11

SC

dataset, RawFoot DB, and moderate accuracy for Food-101.

In regards to Food-5K, the deep features were able to detect food in images with high accuracy across all machine learning classifiers, achieving over

M
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90% accuracy in each experiment. We benchmarked our experiments using the
results achieved by the authors of Food-5K and Food-11 datasets who used a
fine-tuned GoogleNet [13] and these results in our work suggest that there is
potential to achieve high accuracies and performance without the need of finetuning pretrained CNNs for certain datasets and problems. Furthermore, due
to the nature of Food-5K being a binary decision between food and non-food
classes, generic deep features may be sufficient enough to provide adequate gen-
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eralisation to classify between two classes (i.e. food and non-food).

ANN and SVM-RBF trained with ResNet-152 features achieved the highest accuracies in the majority of Food-5K experiments and the Food-5K ANN

EP

and SVM-RBF model was further evaluated by classifying the entire Food-11
dataset for food detection. Results show that our ANN model trained using
ResNet-152 features achieved higher food detection accuracy compared to the
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fine-tuned GoogleNet model in [13] when tested against Food-11 image dataset
as stated in Table 15. We also evaluated both our Food/Non-Food SVM-RBF
model trained with ResNet-152 and GoogleNet deep features using Food-11 for
food detection and results showed that these models achieve marginally higher
results compared to other results achieved in also listed in Table 15 [13].

Authors in [13] achieved 83.6% with Food-11 evaluation dataset and in our
work ResNet-152 features with ANN achieved 91.34% and 89.99% with SVM42
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RBF, this is an improvement of 7.74% and 6.39% respectively. For Food-5K,
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ResNet-152 features achieved 98.8% in classifying Food-5K evaluation dataset
and authors in [13] achieved 99.2%. Authors in [13] evaluated their food detection model using all images in Food-11 dataset, we did this also and Table 16

compares our results. ANN and SVM trained with ResNet-152 deep features
achieved marginally higher results than achieved in [13] with 97.39% and 97.19%

SC

respectively. GoogleNet deep features with ANN also achieved marginally higher

results with 97.16% compared to proposed Fine-tuned GoogleNet method in

M
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[13].

Figure 16: Food image classes from Food-101 that share similar characteristics. Categories
from left to right; french onion soup, hot and sour soup, clam chowder, miso soup

improvement.

Method

Accuracy

Food Dataset

Singla, et al. [13]

GoogleNet (fine-tuned)

99.2%

Food-5K

Singla, et al. [13]

GoogleNet (fine-tuned)

83.6%

Food-11

EP

Author

TE
D

Table 15: Method and results comparison using Food-5K and Food-11. * denotes accuracy

ResNet-152 + ANN

98.8%

Food-5K

-

ResNet-152 + ANN

91.34%*

Food-11

-

ResNet-152 + SVM-RBF

89.99%*

Food-11

-

ResNet-152 + SVM-Poly

88.86%*

Food-11

AC
C

This work

Table 16 also shows GoogleNet features used to detect food images in Food-

11. Results show that using GoogleNet features used to train conventional
machine learning algorithms is able to achieve higher results than a fine-tuned
GoogleNet model in detecting food images in Food-11. These results illustrate
43
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Table 16: Results comparison of classifying Food-11 with our Food/Non-Food classification

Method

Num of Food
Images Detected

ResNet-152 + ANN

16, 208

ResNet-152 + SVM-RBF

16,176

GoogleNet + ANN

16,171

GoogleNet + SVM-RBF

15,646

96.9%

97.39%*

SC

16,127

Accuracy

97.19%*

97.16%*
94.00%

M
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Fine-Tuned GoogleNet [13]
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PT

models. * denotes accuracy improvement.

the convenience of using deep learning with machine learning classifiers through
deep feature extraction as the user does not need to use a powerful GPU to
quickly train an effective image classification model. Many deep learning packages such as Tensorflow and MatConvNet give users the ability to fine-tune
CNNs using CPU, however it has been stated that using a GPU can be around

TE
D

8 times faster than using a CPU in training a CNN [40].

Food-5K AUC results achieved in this work were close to 1 in validation and
evaluation image sets using ANN and RF with both ResNet-152 features and

EP

GoogleNet features. However, the validation and evaluation test sets are small
in comparison to other popular food image datasets with only 500 in each class
for each dataset and therefore more research is needed in classifying a wider

AC
C

range of food images types and image quality. Food-5K training dataset, which
was used to train food/non-food models, is also comparatively small with 2500
images in each class and contains limited food image types, therefore further research would need to be completed in training machine learning classifiers with
a diverse food image training dataset. Further evaluation was completed using
the food/non-food trained models that achieved highest accuracies with Food5K to classify a new image dataset that combines food images in UNICT-FD889
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and non-food images Caltech-101, called UNICT-Caltech, which is larger than
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the validation and evaluation sets provided in Food-5K [52, 53] containing 3583
food images and 9144 non-food images . Results from classifying this dataset
are listed in Table 10 and show that with using Food-5K training dataset to
train machine learning classifiers is able to achieve a high food accuracy using

SC

SVM-RBF achieving 97.50%,.

Further experiments focused on using deep features to classify food texture
image items under different illuminations, previous authors of RawFooT DB re-
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searched the use of using other popular pretrained CNNs for feature extraction.
The experiments presented in this work utilised deep residual network features
and GoogLeNet features to classify food images in different lighting settings.
Other research that used RawFooT-DB [20] divided the food image classes into
illuminant categories. In this work, we evaluated the performance of ResNet-152
features in classifying food texture images across a range of different lighting
conditions. Results from using ResNet-152 to train an ANN achieved 99.28%

TE
D

accuracy and and a ROC value of 0.99 and the same features with SVM-RBF
achieved 99.10%. More importantly, the use of deep features with supervised
machine learning algorithms, from both ResNet-152 and GoogLeNet, are able
to generalise between food texture types with great efficiency under different

EP

illuminations. Results from RawFooT-DB echos results in early experiments in
that ResNet-152 features marginally outperform GoogleNet features even in determining food classes across a number of illuminations. Figure 12 highlights the

AC
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performance of classifying each texture class in RawFooT-DB using GoogleNet
features with ANN, and similar decreases in F-measures are present when compared to ResNet-152 ANN and SVM-RBF in Figure 10 and 11. GoogleNet
features also experienced misclassifications with white peas and chick peas, and
with several meat textures (salami and hamburger).
Results show that most experiments with RawFooT-DB using both feature
types achieved over 90% accuracy (apart from GoogleNet features with Gaussian
Naive Bayes, which achieved 78.42%), however ResNet-152 pretrained CNN fea45
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tures achieves higher accuracy across all machine learning algorithms. This may
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be due to the increased depth of ResNet-152 CNN in comparison to GoogLeNet
CNN and therefore rich detailed features may be extracted from layers deep in

ResNet architecture. Pretrained CNN models used in this work were supplied
by MatConvNet and experiments in [58] show that ImageNet ILSVRC trained

ResNet-152 model outperformed ImageNet ILSVRC trained GoogLeNet Incep-

SC

tion model when validating both using ImageNet ILSVRC 2012 validation data
using MatConvNet package [58].
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There were also several misclassifications between similar food groups with
RawFooT-DB. It is worth noting that these food textures that were misclassified
are very alike in texture and shape (chickpeas and white peas) and the images
used for testing and training are focused on the food texture without the overall
food item shape and size as shown in Figure 8 and 9. The use of a texture
based classification model trained using deep features may also be very efficient
combined with a semi-automation approach to food logging. Future work could
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enable the user to utilise a polygonal tool to draw around the food item and
then a food texture based classifier can you used to predict the food item thus
removing much of the complexity and noise of other food and non-food items in
the food image. It is clear from the experiments that using pretrained ResNet

EP

CNN for deep feature extraction is able to produce feature descriptors that generalise accurately between food texture classes with low in-between variance.
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It was revealed that ResNet-152 features continually achieved higher classification accuracy results when compared to GoogleNet therefore ResNet-152
deep features were used to classify Food-101 dataset. The images in Food-101
were not developed in a controlled environment but collated using a social media
website (Foodspotting), which were uploaded by users and taken in real world
environments (restaurants, at home, cafes, etc.).The images are also taken under
illuminations and the dataset contains image quality of the images vary greatly
and no bounding box information is provided to help determine where the food
46
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items are located in the image. Food-101 contains 101,000 images and 1,000 for
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each food class, and because of the size of this dataset, we partitioned dataset
in training and validation using 75:25 ratio, 75% used for training and 25% used

for testing and used a random state of ’1’ with scikit-learn library. The highest accuracy achieved using ResNet-152 deep features extracted from Food-101
was 64.98% using an SVM with RBF kernel using ResNet-152 features. The

SC

full breakdown of results using ResNet-152 to classify Food-101 are located in

Table 14. The features extracted from layers deep in CNN architecture provide efficient representations that can be used to classify even the most difficult

M
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food image datasets such as Food-101. The quality of food images present in
Food-101, in regards to food variation and noise i.e. other non-food items, and
unrelated food items, may be a factor in the decrease in accuracy. Comparing
the results of Food-101 (101 classes) with RawFooT-DB texture dataset (67
classes) suggest that the class size may not a major determining factor in the
decrease in accuracy but the quality of the images used in regards to being
truly representative of the class. Results achieved in this work in classifying
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RawFooT-DB is comparable with results achieved in [20] albeit the authors
created small subsets for each lighting condition, while work presented in this
paper extracted features from each food class that contains a variety of lighting

EP

conditions.

For further comparison, Table 17 lists results achieved in this work with
other research that used related deep feature extraction in classifying food im-
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age datasets. It is clear from Table 17 and the literature that ResNet-152 deep
features echo results achieved with other datasets and other deep feature types
[45]. ResNet-152 deep features are able to achieve high classification accuracy
in both fine grained datasets such as RawFooT-DB and binary decision datasets
e.g. Food/NonFood, however there is a decrease in accuracy when food image
datasets with high food variance and noise is present in images as seen in Food101. A semi-automated approach or segmentation approach could be applied to
CNN deep feature classification that allows the user to draw around a food im47
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age before classification to remove noise, further analysis is needed to evaluate
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this approach and to measure improvement in accuracy.
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Table 17: Summary of research using deep feature extraction to classify various food image

Food-5K, Food-11, and RawFooT-DB.

Extraction

Accuracy

Model

Food

RI
PT

datasets. Bold denotes results achieved in this work. * denotes highest accuracy achieved for

Dataset

Classes
92.47%

2 (Food/NonFood)

NIN

90.82%

2 (Food/NonFood)

AlexNet

84.95%

2 (Food/NonFood)

GoogleNet [42]

94.67%

2 (Food/NonFood)

Based on RagusaDS

99.01%

2 (Food/NonFood)

FCD

2 (Food/NonFood)

IFD

2 (Food/Non-Food)

Food-5K (Evaluation set)

11

Food-11

7 (food groups)

PFID

61

PFID

57.87%

100

UEC-FOOD100

70.41%

101

Food-101

78.77%

100

UEC-FOOD100

67.57%

256

UEC-FOOD256

40.21%

101

UMPC-Food-101

95.1%

Singla, et al. [13]

99.2%*
83.6%

AlexNet [15]

94.01%

AlexNet [45]
AlexNet [45]
AlexNet [45]
AlexNet [45]
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VGG-19 [46]
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70.13%
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NIN [47]

RagusaDB

SC

VGG-S [41]

98.21%

68

RawFooT-DB

VGG-19 [57]

97.69%

68

RawFooT-DB

ResNet-152

98.8%

2 (Food/NonFood)

Food-5K (Evaluation set)

ResNet-152

99.4%

2 (Food/NonFood)

Food-5K (Validation set)

ResNet-152

91.34%*

11

Food-11 (Evaluation set)

ResNet-152

99.28%*

68

RawFooT DB

ResNet-152

64.98%

101

Food-101
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VGG-16 [57]

Using CNN deep features to classify food images datasets exceed the per-
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formance compared to other conventional feature selection methods and has
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been well documented [45,49,51]. Hand crafted feature selection methods such
as SURF, or colour can encounter difficulties when classifying fine-grained clas-

sification of food categories as some public food image datasets contain small
in-between class differences amongst large number of classes (e.g. Food-101). It
has been stated in [51] that deep CNN features should be the first initial method

SC

for visual classification tasks due to their high performance in generalising to

other datasets as CNNs are trained to be able to learn rich representations from
a large number of images. CNNs able to determine complex filters to combine
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them with other patterns for greater detail. CNNs are able to produce internal
image feature representation, which is advantageous when compared to hand
crafted feature types such as SIFT, SURF or HOG. In this work, ResNet-152
features are able discriminate effectively between food and non-classes and in
classifying high level food groups (Food-11), when compared to other works in
[13]. It is clear that using ResNet-152 pretrained model is able to capture relevant image features to enhance the generalisation between fine-grained objects

TE
D

as demonstrated in classifying RawFooT DB in table . ResNet-152 contains 152
layers that combine multiple convolutional and pooling layers to filter important image features and the use of residual connections to train the network
produce accurate features which can be highlighted for effective generalisation

EP

across other datasets.

It is clear that using CNN features can enhance the accuracy of food image

AC
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classification when compared to traditional feature extraction methods and this
has been observed in other works, for example in [17] SURF and LAB colour features, and Random Forests were used to classify Food-101 dataset and achieved
50.76% accuracy. In [45] an AlexNet model was fine-tuned using food image
categories and deep feature extraction was performed after to classify Food-101,
and authors achieved 70.41%, which is a significant increase when compared
to results achieved in [17]. As well as deep feature extraction, fine-tuning was
also used to classify Food-101 and authors in [48] achieved top-1 accuracy of
50
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77.4% after 250,000 iterations in training a CNN architecture called ’DeepFood’,
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which is a significant accuracy increase in comparison to [17]. In [49] fine-tuning
was also used to classify Food-101 dataset was also used to fine-tune Inception

V3 architecture and achieved a top-1 accuracy of 88.28%. Research in [45]
also achieved a top-1 accuracy of 65.32% using HOG features, colour values

with fisher vectors in classifying UEC-FOOD100, however CNN based features

SC

extracted from a modified AlexNet model with a linear SVM achieved an increased accuracy of 78.77%. For UEC-FOOD256 dataset, work presented in
[50] achieved a top 1 accuracy of 50.1% using HOG features and colour features
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with Fisher Vector representations and the same authors in later research [45]
utilise deep CNN features extracted from a modified AlexNet and achieved a
top 1 accuracy of 67.57% in also classifying UEC-FOOD256 dataset. For RawFooT DB food texture dataset experiments were completed in classifying food
textures under various lighting conditions, authors compared traditional feature
extraction techniques with CNN based features, and results show that OCLBP
and Gabor features achieved 95.9% and 96.2% accuracy respectively with deep
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CNN features achieving 98.2% accuracy [20]. From the literature it is clear that
using CNN deep feature extraction and fine-tuning can achieve superior results
in regards to food image classification.

EP

7. Limitations & Future Work

There are a number of limitations associated with this study which could
be addressed in future works, for example, an expansive dataset could be de-
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veloped under a controlled environment that is representative of a broad range
of food items. This dataset could be used with the methods outlined in this
work and compared with similar works. This would give a clear indication of
the true performance of using deep feature extraction with machine learning
algorithms. Also, a comprehensive study could be completed by fine-tuning a
range of CNNs on food datasets and comparing performance using the same pretrained CNN models for deep feature extraction. Further experiments can also
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be completed by comparing deep features extracted from different layers within
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a CNN architecture to find what layer is more suitable for generalising between
different food classes. In regards to overfitting, particularly for Food-101, future works could include using 10-fold class validation instead of using a 75:25

train/testing split. This would give a clearer indication of the performance of
using deep features from ResNet-152 and GoogLeNet. Some of the experiments

SC

in this work achieved high accuracies, especially for Food/Non-Food classifica-

tion experiments, however it is important to note that the amount of images
contained in Food-5K are relatively small in comparison to other datasets e.g.
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Food-11 or Food-101. Further experiments need to be completed in detecting
food/non-food in larger food image datasets in using off the shelf deep features.

For RawFoot-DB we used the training and test split provided by authors in
[20, 42], however the authors of RawFooT DB in [20] created subsets of each
category, which were based on lighting condition type. In this work, our aim was
to classify food textures across different lighting conditions, however in future

TE
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work we would follow the same procedures described in [20] and use ResNet-152
features for further comparison. Also authors of [17] allocated a testing split
that contained images that contained little noise and representative of each
class, however in our work Food-101 extracted features were shuffled using ran-

EP

dom seed ’1’ and random state ’1’ to determine the classification performance
of ResNet-152 features when used with images with high level of noise. In future works, we will further evaluate ResNet-152 features following the partition
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procedure described in [17].

Future work could incorporate hierarchical classification using pretrained

CNN features in which a classifier will be used to determine food and non-food
images, another classifier will be appended that determines major food groups,
and finally a further classifier will used after to determine low level food item.
Further experiments with the parameters of machine learning models could also
be changed in order to determine the optimal parameter settings to achieve a
52
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high classification accuracy. The presence of noise in the food image datasets
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may also affect the accuracy, in order to mitigate these issues, a semi-automated
approach could be adopted by using a polygonal tool to draw around the food
portion and to ultimately segment the food item. Classification models could

then classify the segmented food portion in order to promote accuracy. Other
computer vision segmentation approaches could be researched and combined

SC

with methods described in this work. For future evaluation, we would also in-

put random noise as feature vectors for trained classifiers to determine food
classes and analyse the output and performance. The use of machine learning
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models using pretrained CNN deep features also have the potential of being
using in mobile health solutions. Much research has been dedicated to understanding a person’s diet by determining what major food groups they consume
daily [2,5]. This research has showed that this process can be automated using
deep features extracted from residual CNNs for high food classification accuracy.
From this research, it is clear that ResNet-152 deep features is able to distinguish between high-level food categories such as Food/Non-food and echoes
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other related research in this area. In comparison with other works, ResNet152 deep features outperforms other CNN deep features such as GoogleNet in
distinguishing between fine-grained food texture classes in RawFooT DB and
is comparable with other related works [20]. ResNet-152 features encountered

EP

some difficulty in classifying Food-101 classes, however this may be due to the
images containing noise in the form of high colour intensities and multiple foods
in the same image, however a reasonable accuracy of 64.98% was achieved. In
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Food-11 food group classification, deep GoogleNet features were able to achieve
high accuracy result when compared to research presented in [13] which used
a fine-tuned GoogleNet, which shows that a combination of conventional machine learning classifiers combined with CNN deep features have the ability to
outperform fine-tuned models.
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